AUBURN HILLS MEETING SCHEDULE
248-370-9402


OCTOBER 2014
(10-02-14)

06 City Council Workshop, 5:30 p.m., Council Conference Room  CANCELED
06 City Council, 7:00 p.m., Council Chamber 
09 Election Commission, 2:00 p.m., Clerk’s Office
09 Zoning Board of Appeals, 7:00 p.m., Council Chamber CANCELED
13 Tax Incentive Review Committee, 5:30 p.m., Admin Conference Room 
14 Tax Increment Finance Authority, 4:00 p.m., Admin Conference Room 
15 Beautification Advisory Commission, 5:30 p.m., Council Conference Room 
20 City Council, 7:00 p.m., Council Chamber 
28 Library Board, 5:00 p.m., Library, Conference Room
29 Election Commission Public Accuracy Test, 10:00 a.m., Clerk’s Office
30 Planning Commission, 7:00 p.m., Council Chamber  











 City Council Chamber (Conf. Rm.) – 1827 N. Squirrel Road
 Administrative Conference Room – 1827 N. Squirrel Road
 Public Safety Building – 1899 N. Squirrel Road
 Community Center – 1827 N. Squirrel Road

Department of Public Services (DPS) – 1500 Brown Road

 Fieldstone Golf Course - 1984 Taylor Road
Library - 3400 Seyburn Drive
 Downtown City Offices – 3395 Auburn Road, Suite A
 University Center, 3350 Auburn Road, Main Floor, Classroom AHUC-02
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1. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. ROLL CALL OF COUNCIL
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
4a. Regular City Council – September 22, 2014
4b. City Council Workshop – September 22, 2014
4c. City Council Workshop – September 29, 2014
5. APPOINTMENTS AND PRESENTATIONS
5a. Presentation – Oath of Office - Fire Fighters David Burnett, Christian Penn, Cameron Selden, and Anthony Summers
6. PUBLIC COMMENT
7. CONSENT AGENDA
All items listed are considered to be routine by the City Council and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate discussion of these
items unless a Council member so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered in its normal
sequence on the agenda.

7a. Board and Commission Minutes
7a.1. Tax Incentive Review Committee – September 8, 2014
7a.2. Public Safety Advisory Committee – September 16, 2014
7a.3. Planning Commission – September 18, 2014
7a.4. Tax Increment Finance Authority – September 29, 2014
8. OLD BUSINESS
8a. Public Hearing/Motion – Accepting Ordinance 14-861 to Amend City Ordinance Chapter 10, Article III, Smoking
Lounges of the Auburn Hills City Code for a Public Hearing, Second Reading and Final Adoption
8b. Motion – Approval of Prepay Oakland-Macomb Interceptor Drain (OMID) Segment 4
9. NEW BUSINESS
9a. Motion – Approval of combined PUD Step One - Qualification / Step Two – Site Plan approval, along with Tree
Removal Permit / Primary Place
9b. Motion – Approve Parkways Boulevard Construction Bid
9c. Public Hearing/Motion – Adoption of 2015 Budget and Millage Rates
9d. Motion – Approve DPW Pickup Truck Purchase
10. COMMENTS AND MOTIONS FROM COUNCIL
11. CITY ATTORNEY’S REPORT
12. CITY MANAGER’S REPORT
13. EXECUTIVE SESSION – Employee Status
14. ADJOURNMENT
City Council meeting minutes are on file in the City Clerk’s office. NOTE: Anyone planning to attend the meeting who has need of
special assistance under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is asked to contact the City Clerk's Office at 370-9402 or the City Manager's Office
at 370-9440 48 hours prior to the meeting. Staff will be pleased to make the necessary arrangements.
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The City of Auburn Hills
City Council Meeting
Minutes
September 22, 2014

CALL TO ORDER:
LOCATION:
Present:
Absent:
Also Present:

by Mayor McDaniel at 7:00 p.m.
City Council Chamber, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326
Mayor McDaniel, Mayor Pro Tem Kittle, Council Members Burmeister, Hammond, Knight, Mitchell,
Verbeke
None
City Manager Tanghe, Acting Assistant City Manager Grice, Director Olko, Deputy Director/Fire
Manning, City Clerk Kowal, Community Development Director Cohen, DPW Director Melchert,
Community Relations Coordinator Carroll, Recreation Director Marzolf, Golf Manager Marmion,
Treasurer Buschmohle, Executive Assistant Marsh, Deputy DPW Director Herczeg, City Attorney
Beckerleg, and City Engineer Juidici.
13 Guests

4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
4a. Regular City Council – September 8, 2014
Moved by Verbeke; Seconded by Kittle.
RESOLVED: To approve the September 8, 2014 City Council meeting minutes.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Resolution No. 14.09.181
4b. City Council Workshop – September 8, 2014
Moved by Knight; Seconded by Verbeke.
RESOLVED: To approve the September 8, 2014 City Council Workshop minutes.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Resolution No. 14.09.182

Motion Carried (7-0)

Motion Carried (7-0)

4c. Executive Session Minutes – August 15 and September 8, 2014
Moved by Burmeister; Seconded by Kittle.
RESOLVED: To approve the Executive Session Minutes – August 15 and September 8, 2014.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Motion Carried (7-0)
Resolution No. 14.09.183
5. APPOINTMENTS AND PRESENTATIONS
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5a. Appointment and Oath of Office to Donald Grice, Assistant City Manager
Mr. Tanghe explained his selection for Assistant City Manager, Don Grice, is a 25 year employee, most recently as Deputy
Director of Public Works. This selection was most influenced by Mr. Grice’s reputation within the organization as being
honest, a team player, dedicated to public service, having a high level of integrity, and most of all as a respected leader
among the staff. Mr. Grice is an employee that can get things accomplished, by bringing the right people to the table, and
leading by example.
Mr. Tanghe appointed Donald K. Grice, as the Auburn Hills new Assistant City Manager.
Mr. Grice was sworn in by City Clerk Kowal.
Mr. Grice thanked the Mayor, City Council and Mr. Tanghe for this opportunity. He was born and raised in then Pontiac
Township as were his parents. He is appreciative of the honor to serve in the capacity of Assistant City Manager for Auburn
Hills.
Mayor McDaniel thanked Mr. Grice for his willingness to serve the City in the capacity of the Assistant City Manager.
5b. Motion – Appointment of Laura Ochs to the Planning Commission, term to expire July 31, 2017
Mayor McDaniel asked Ms. Ochs to introduce herself.
Laura Ochs noted she lives on Bald Mountain Road, and she is very excited to serve on the Planning Commission.
Mayor McDaniel thanked Ms. Ochs for her willingness to serve on the Planning Commission.
Mr. Kittle mentioned Ms. Ochs has quite a resume and would like to read some of her published papers sometime.
Ms. Verbeke explained she got to know Ms. Ochs several years ago when she herself was a Planning Commissioner.
Ms. Ochs was very passionate about some of the issues at the time, but always respected what the Planning Commission
was doing and trying to accomplish.
Mr. Knight thanked Ms. Ochs and noted though her background is different than typical for a Planning Commissioner, he is
pleased for a new positive change.
Moved by Mitchell; Seconded by Verbeke
RESOLVED: To confirm the Appointment of Laura Ochs to the Planning Commission for a term ending July 31,
2017.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Motion Carried (7-0)
Resolution No. 14.09.184
6. PUBLIC COMMENT
April Hernandez, Allerton Road resident, who has lived in Auburn Hills her entire life. She is running for a Pontiac School
Board seat, which she has served in the past. She has held leadership roles in her business life and is currently a business
owner in Auburn Hills. Her objective for the Pontiac School bid, is to reach out to the seven communities within the Pontiac
School District, with an effort to all work together.
Mr. Knight was pleased an Auburn Hills resident is running for the Pontiac School Board, since better than half of the tax
dollar support comes from Auburn Hills.
Thomas Coolman, 848 Chase Way Boulevard, stated he is very pleased with Council, and has voted for all Council
Members. He believes everyone has the same goal, to do what is in the best interest of the City, though each may go about
it differently. With this new Council, there were rumors of some employees being fired; he ignored those rumors. There
were a number of people included in those rumors, with the former City Manager at the top of list. He has met with both
the Mayor and Mr. Tanghe, and is asking for consideration for those employees who are being considered to be let go.
7. CONSENT AGENDA
All items listed are considered to be routine by the City Council and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate discussion of
these items unless a Council member so requests, in which event the item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered in its
normal sequence on the agenda.

8. OLD BUSINESS
8a. Motion – Approve NOCWA Agreement
Mr. Melchert explained NOCWA is comprised of four communities, Auburn Hills, Rochester Hills, Orion Township, Oakland
County through its County Agency, Oakland County Water Resources Commissioner (OCWRC), who represents the City
of Pontiac Water System. The four communities have been meeting for two years to analyze data for financial and
operational needs. The water system will jointly be maintained, however, Auburn Hills will retain ownership of the existing
infrastructure as well as the operational responsibilities of the City’s system.
NOCWA will enter into contracts and negotiate contracts, with the approval of the governing bodies of each participating
community. As an example, currently each individual community has a contract with DWSD and as NOCWA, there would
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be a single contract with DWSD for wholesale water purchase. The contract values could be negotiated for day and peak
hour usage.
NOCWA will develop a master plan to demonstrate system efficiencies and how to maximize financial values. Annually a
report will be compiled with a comparison of Auburn Hills individually and with Auburn Hills as part of NOCWA.
The agreement requires the governing body of each member community of NOCWA approve the appointment of one
member representative and one alternate. It is recommended that DPW Director Ron Melchert be appointed as Auburn
Hills Member Representative and DPW Deputy Director Jeff Herczeg as the alternate.
NOCWA officers will be appointed at the first meeting. Informally from a vote taken, the Chairperson, Ron Melchert,
Rochester Hills Director of Public Works, Allan Schneck, Vice Chairperson, OCWRC representing Pontiac, Sue Coffee,
WRC Manager, the secretary.
In the 2015 budget, NOCWA indicates a drop in water rates and in 2016, phase two will be implemented which includes a
water line extending from the southern portion of Auburn Hills to Pontiac. This line will provide additional reduction in
revenue requirements for DWSD and impact the rates in a positive way.
Mr. Knight is pleased with the creation of NOCWA and asked if additional communities such as Troy, Bloomfield Hills,
Waterford, Oakland Township, Independence Township, could become partners as well.
Mr. Melchert explained NOCWA can expand as far as it wants, providing it is beneficial to NOCWA and the DWSD system.
DWSD is interested in adding new customers and welcomed with open arms.
Ms. Verbeke noted NOCWA is an unincorporated organization and asked the importance.
Mr. Melchert explained this assures the City Council will not relinquish any powers with the City being a member of NOCWA.
Ms. Verbeke asked about the number of properties on Collier Road that are not included in the NOCWA area.
Mr. Melchert stated those properties are within the City of Pontiac, but receive water from Auburn Hills. NOCWA cannot
acquire debt, nor sell bonds and keeps the governing bodies intact.
Moved by Knight; Seconded by Hammond.
RESOLVED: To approve the North Oakland County Water Authority Agreement and appoint DPW Director Ron
Melchert as the Auburn Hills Community Representative and DPW Deputy Director Jeff Herczeg as the Auburn
Hills Community Representative Alternate.
Ms. Mitchell noted she likes the Chairperson of the Authority.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Motion Carried (7-0)
Resolution No. 14.09.185
8b. Motion – Smoking Lounge Ordinance Amendment
Director Olko stated based on Council’s direction, language amending the hours of operation for the smoking lounge
ordinance has been drafted. The language states smoking lounges may remain open until 2:00 a.m. for the period of one
year, starting October 8, 2014. If after that one year City Council sees fit, the ordinance can be permanently amended for
2:00 a.m. closing time.
Ms. Verbeke asked if there will be periodic updates given to Council, so there are no surprises at the end of the probation
year.
Director Olko stated that will be possible, quarterly or whatever Council would like.
Moved by Hammond; Seconded by Burmeister.
RESOLVED: To approve Ordinance No.14-861 to amend Section 10-136 Hours of Operation, Chapter 10 as
amended, and to place the Ordinance on the agenda for Introduction with Intention to Adopt, with a public
hearing, at the next Council meeting on October 6, 2014.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Motion Carried (7-0)
Resolution No. 14.09.186
9. NEW BUSINESS
9a. Motion – Bid Award for Fire Apparatus
Deputy Director/Fire Manning explained a fire engine – a pumper truck and a fire truck – a ladder truck, each performing
specific functions; this request is for a fire engine. The fire engine performs the initial fire attack and is also responsible for
the first search and rescue operation. The Auburn Hills fire engine is capable of responding to situations including EMS,
Advanced Life Support; JAWS of Life; hazmat situations; ventilation & stabilization equipment; a multi-purpose vehicle.
When researching a new vehicle the requirements included a large pump capacity of 1,500 gallons per minute (gpm),
because of the large commercial population in the City. The gross vehicle weight rating; sufficient motor power to move the
heavy vehicle and to sustain pumping 1,500 gpm of water and water storage (approximately 750 gallons of water); phone
system; equipment storage; master stream deck gun; a generator; the JAWS of life and supporting equipment; backboards
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and a lockable storage cabinet for medical equipment; the proposed vehicle has the locked storage cabinet for medical
supplies in the cab of the truck. The truck must also carry a small supply of hazardous equipment supplies to soak up spills
or leaks, as needed.
The National Fire Protection Association has specific standard for fire apparatus based on the equipment carried by the
truck as well as the safety features.
Another concern is the ISO (Insurance Service Office) rating, the rating is based on three areas; 1. - Water Supply, 2. Communication (dispatch and policy procedures), and 3. - Operations. Operations consists of apparatus, personnel,
equipment, training certifications, policies and procedures. Auburn Hills has completed the first two steps, but the third has
recently been updated and communities are expected to have their ISO rating increased by one or two points. Currently,
Auburn Hills doesn’t have sufficient equipment to cover all areas of the City as noted by the ISO, but is working to correct
that issue.
The life expectancy of such a vehicle is 15 years, possibly 20; after 15 years the engine can go into reserve, as a back -up
engine was taken into consideration as well as ongoing maintenance costs, reliability, and customer service.
Four bids were received from three manufactures; Rosenbauer through, Emergency Vehicle Plus (EVP), submitted two
bids. Prices ranged from $411,529 for HME- Ahrens Fox to $396,918 for Emergency Vehicle Plus proposal 2. Proposal 2
offers the advantage of a significantly shorter time to delivery because the chassis has already been built and has been
assigned a build number. Rosenbauer planned to build the apparatus as a demonstration vehicle. The City can take
advantage of the pre-built chassis while customizing options to meet the City’s needs.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning assured the Board that proposal 2 met all the specifications and the truck is a 2014 model.
The gross vehicle weight rating is 47,000 pounds, which includes the truck, the personnel and the equipment. The proposed
pumper also has a foam system, the foam adheres to whatever is burning and extinguishes the fire more quickly. The cab
is custom with a 10-inch raised roof; a master stream deck gun; a 170” wheel base, the shortest of all proposals, making
maneuvering much easier; and the largest hose storage ability. Of the bids received, Rosenbauer has the best warranties,
10 year, 100%, no pro-ration warranty, including the paint. Two manufacturers offered discounts, Rosenbauer is offering a
$10,000 discount on 100% prepay; $8,700 discount on 75% prepay; and the completed chassis, which includes the frame,
motor, transmission, and the cab, the discount would be $7,460. The suggested option is taking advantage of the 75%
prepay, the initial payment would be $196,010 as opposed to $291,139.50.
After an earlier discussion with Mr. Knight, consideration of the interest rates and pre-pay discounts should be considered.
Rosenbauer is a world manufacturing leader of fire apparatus, and has been in business for over 140 years, with sales and
service in over 100 countries and produce over 2,000 vehicles per year. If this proposal is approved, the vehicle would
come from South Dakota. Emergency Vehicle Plus, is the Michigan representative for Rosenbauer, a full service dealership
since 1970. There is on-site service available, they are licensed and certified as emergency vehicle technicians, and
certified mechanics will come to the City to perform the routine maintenance.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he included a 1.5% contingency, there may need to be some modifications after being
reviewed by the designer and engineer experts.
Mr. Knight stated in the past the City had ladder trucks, and the ladder could be used to evacuate people or for a firefighter
with hose in hand to reach a fire. He didn’t realize the City removed one of the three lead trucks from service in 2012 and
the City’s been operating with only two trucks.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated a ladder truck was not removed from service, there are still three quint trucks and those
trucks are multi-task vehicles with ladders and pumps. The problem with those trucks, they require more personnel to
operate them. One of the lead engines was sold in 2012, because of the significant amount of money that was being spent
for maintenance. There was close to $18,000 in one year for the maintenance; the sister vehicle is still being used. The
manufacturer of those trucks is no longer in business. There were hopes to replace the truck much sooner, but there were
many other issues at hand.
Mr. Knight was lead to believe that a smaller truck was needed for quicker response, but understands the need for the
larger, heavier truck to accommodate all that is needed. He also noted, if paying the full price up front, there would be about
a 3% savings.
Responding to Mr. Burmeister, Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated EVP is located in Milan, Michigan.
Mr. Burmeister noted there were no bids from Pierce or E-1 and asked if the specification were too specific.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he wasn’t sure why there were no bids received from either of the manufacturers; he
was in constant contact with the Pierce representative prior to receiving the bids. He has not spoken with the representative
to understand why a bid was not submitted. The bid specs were kept very generic, no particular brand names.
Mr. Burmeister asked if the specifications are much different than previous engines.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated the gross vehicle weight rating is 7,000 pounds heavier than the current Pierce and
there is a lock medical box located inside the cab to meet the EMS standards, leaving four seats in the cab as opposed to
six. This proposed engine has the high-flow capacity deck gun, which is a very nice feature. There is also a pump and roll
feature that is already on this chassis, that is good for grass fires along the expressway, though it wasn’t a requested item.
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Mr. Burmeister asked if having the three engines reflects in the ISO rating.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he was basing the rating on the area of coverage. The ISO recommends 1.5 mile
radius road travel for each engine and 2.5 for each ladder. These vehicle wouldn’t cover the entire City as recommended
by the ISO, and he doesn’t believe there is any community in the nation that can achieve all of the points in the ISO rating.
For the fire apparatus, the most points available is 50, with the points being accrued in fractions. The points are based on
what each engine has to offer such as the pump capacity, the hose capacity, and the other equipment, as well as the
distance between each station. He isn’t sure how the engine weight factors into the 50 points.
Mr. Burmeister asked if the there was any collaboration with any communities who are in need of a truck.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he meets regularly with other area fire chiefs and discuss options for fire apparatus.
Rochester Hills wanted to be specific, and knowing Auburn Hills City Council, prefers a broader approach of getting the best
piece of equipment at the best price is a goal for the City. There is also the issue of two fire chiefs having different ideas of
what is necessary on a piece of equipment.
Mr. Knight asked if there are any current owners of a Rosenbauer apparatus that it is still in good running condition after 15
years or better.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated Rochester purchased a Rosenbauer two or so years ago and are preparing to order
another. Green Oak Township has an older model, he isn’t sure how old, but they too are planning on ordering another.
Bob Coulter, EVP Sales Manager, stated he could provide a list of owners with older trucks, but also noted, Miami/Dade
has just ordered another 76 trucks. The trucks are meeting the larger cities criteria.
Mr. Knight was happy that a list can be provided and can be checked if the Fire Department wishes to do so.
Mr. Kittle noted from a collaborative stand point – Orion Township will be building a new fire station near the GM plant and
suggested there may be an interest in sharing in this proposed engine. He was curious if looking at leasing as opposed to
buying was considered and if a trade-in value option is available. Regarding the ISO rating, is there the possibility to include
the overlap areas with other communities through the mutual aid agreements.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated the Orion Township equipment millage was defeated; there was no collaboration with
Orion Township. There was not in depth research done with a lease versus a purchase, but other fire chiefs’ purchase
because of years of service and the time the truck is expected to be in service. The net, the lease cost is high because
when these apparatus go out of service after 15 or so years, and 20 years as a reserve unit, the value has depreciated quite
a bit. The truck that was sold, was in poor condition maintenance wise, but operational, but was sold for less than $5,000.
The mutual aid is more applicable to special response vehicles; Rochester Hills has a 100 foot platform ladder that the City
has relied on in the past. The Mutual Aid Agreement is reflected in an ISO rating. When there is a structure fire, depending
on where in the City, dispatch alerts the other community that is most near the fire, and they too respond to the fire, however,
it may take another community 10 to 12 minutes or so to respond. This new proposed Fire Engine, is first to arrive at the
scene, in approximately six to seven minutes.
Mr. Kittle asked if the representatives from EVP could comment on leasing a vehicle as opposed to purchasing.
Mr. Coulter stated there are departments that lease the equipment, with a normal lease being seven to 10 years. As an
example, the truck costs $400,000 and in seven years, the company will give the community $100,000 for the truck, so the
community will be responsible for $300,000. At the end of the seven year agreement, there is a choice of giving the truck
back or keeping the truck with the $100,000 buy-out. After the seven years, the value begins to significantly decrease. The
$100,000 buy-back will be affected by the condition of the truck, the maintenance, the mileage, and the record keeping.
Mr. Kittle questioned the cost difference, and suggested there would be more competitive, alternative financing solutions
available, especially for those communities that don’t have the cash.
Mr. Coulter noted there are about 5% leased vehicles, the remainder are purchased. During that seven years of leasing,
the prices have risen for a new truck, and there is still the responsibility to the community of having the fire truck available.
The financing is generally annual payments, whether a lease or a purchase.
Mr. Kittle he would like to know more particulars on this vehicle; the costs of each option and what the estimated trade-in
value may be. Other vehicle purchases have an off-set column showing the net purchase. He would like to see the lease
option and possibly sharing with Orion Township.
Ms. Hammond noted there was discussion for this truck being in the budget for 2014. The last truck purchased was in
2009.
Mr. Kittle isn’t disagreeing that the purchase is needed, he is curious if a little more time would tell if this is the best deal
possible.
Ms. Verbeke questioned where the vehicle would be fixed if there are any problems, in the City or elsewhere for repairs and
what is the time lapse.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning explained because this is a very technological piece of equipment, there may be a feature
that may not work, but the truck is still operational. If there are issues that take the vehicle out of service, part of the
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agreement with EVP, service is almost immediate. Most of the repairs will be done on site, by EVP, unless it is necessary
for heavy lifting then the vehicle would have to go elsewhere.
Mr. Coulter explained the warranty is like any other vehicle, there are many variables. Depending on what breaks, the
length of time may vary for repairing. The normal technician response time is maximum of six hours, seven days a week,
if the truck is out of service and will not function. Other repairs are scheduled; warranty repairs and service work will be
done on site.
Mr. Burmeister asked in the event a truck needs heavy lifting for repairs, if there are area shops that would allow the EVP
technicians to use a facility.
Mr. Coulter stated it would depend on the nature of the repair. If the City’s DPW had the capability of heavy lifting, then that
facility would be used. Emergency Vehicles Plus has two locations; one in Milan, just outside of Ann Arbor and the other in
Holland. The Holland location is 47,000 square feet, with 20 bays and 31 mechanics. If needed, paint and body work is
also done.
Ms. Mitchell asked when this vehicle would become part of the fleet, the time frame of delivery.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated on the proposed vehicle, because the chassis is ready and has a production number
assigned, the vehicle would be completed and ready for delivery in March or April. The other options would have a delivery
date of approximately one year, which is standard from signing a contract to delivery.
Mr. Kittle questions if the 5% that lease know something more than the purchasers, and would like to hold off taking any
action until looking at alternatives in purchasing/leasing are investigated.
Moved by Kittle:
RESOLVED: To table action until alternatives are presented to Council.
The motion died for lack of support.
Mr. Knight suggested paying the 100% up front, saving approximately 2.6%, as opposed to interest of .75%.
Mayor McDaniel agreed with Mr. Knight’s proposal and asked for comments from Council and if the budget would need
amending.
Mr. Tanghe stated there wouldn’t be an issue with the budget.
Ms. Verbeke asked Deputy Director/Fire Manning if there are any reasons to not pay 100% up front.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he hadn’t considered the overall savings as Mr. Knight has noted.
Ms. Verbeke is in favor of the 100%.
Mr. Kittle suggested leaving it up to Finance.
Mr. Beckerleg confirmed for Mayor McDaniel a motion can be made without being specific of the prepay percentage.
Mayor McDaniel thanked Deputy Director/Fire Manning for the thoroughness of the report and appreciates Mr. Kittle forcing
everyone to look at alternatives of expenditures, regardless of how large or how small. He is in favor of moving forward
with the recommended purchase, noting all the work that has been done in the past with response times, this new apparatus
will enable the City to reach its goals sooner.
Moved by Verbeke, Seconded by Knight.
RESOLVED: To approve the purchase of a Rosenbauer custom fire engine from Emergency Vehicles Plus as
specified in proposal #2, using a 100% prepay in the amount of $386,536 or as Financial staff determines a
better option for the prepay; change orders not to exceed 1.5%.
Mr. Kittle isn’t in agreement with paying 100% up front for a vehicle and administration should be left to do the math before
making a determination. He would also like to know why Pierce did not submit a bid.
Ms. Verbeke would like the Fire Department to contact Orion Township and discuss shared services.
Mr. Knight believes it is Council’s job to save money, and that would be with the 100% prepay.
Mayor McDaniel agrees with Mr. Knight in saving money, but would like the Finance staff to verify numbers prior to stating
the 100% prepay is the best cost savings.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell, Verbeke
No: None
Motion Carried (7-0)
Resolution No. 14.09.187
10. COMMENTS AND MOTIONS FROM COUNCIL
Ms. Hammond:



Thanked Council for the reconsideration for the smoking lounges hours of operation.

There were campaign signs posted on the former Mound Steel property that is now City owned.
Mayor McDaniel thanked Ms. Hammond for her championing the smoking lounge hours.
Mr. Knight:
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Attended the carillon dedication at Oakland University, where Mr. Tanghe was also attending and complimented
Mr. Tanghe, noting he is the ideal candidate to continue developing the relationship between the City and Oakland
University.
Mr. Kittle:


Acknowledged and thanked Jim Endres, for being a candidate for the Pontiac School Board, who is in the audience
this evening.
Ms. Verbeke:


Also was going to acknowledge Jim Endres, and thanked April Hernandez for introducing herself to residents.



Asked Director Olko how the weekend traffic issues were at Great Lakes Crossing.
Director Olko explained Saturday evening there were some issues around 7:00 p.m. and a traffic push was done.
Officers directed the traffic directly onto I-75 without making the loop for approximately 20 minutes which helped
clear the traffic.
Sunday night there was a large police exercise at the mall, as well as a rollover accident on I-75 at the time the mall
was closing. The mall management believed the traffic situation was somewhat better. Hopefully the Baldwin Road
construction will be completed on time, by the end of October, prior to holiday shopping season.
Mr. Burmeister:


Asked Mr. Melchert to extend his appreciation to Mr. Brisson for the excellent paving project notices for the residents
on Mattie Lu, Phillips, and Armada.



Asked whose responsibility is the drain behind Gloria Dei, there is always flooding each time it rains.
Mr. Melchert stated he isn’t sure, he’ll have to take a look and identify the location. He believes it is a private matter.



Thanked Mr. Cohen for keeping Council updated on the golf dome property.



Asked who maintains the ditches and culverts in the subdivisions.
Mr. Melchert stated culverts are maintained by the homeowner, because they become part of the driveway. The
ditches are maintained by the City as part of the road right-of-way.
Mr. Burmeister asked if someone could take a look at ditches in his neighborhood and the standing water.
Ms. Mitchell:


Recognized City Attorney Beckerleg as being named as one of the best lawyers in America.



Senior Services has made a request for residents that may want to be included in a video for the Age Friendly
Auburn Hills. Monday, September 29th, from 1:00 until 2:30 p.m. or Friday, October 3, from noon to 1:30 p.m. More
information is available at the Community Center.

 Was pleased to see in the Police Blue Card Survey resulted in all positive comments and no negative comments.
Mayor McDaniel:


A few residents asked him what the red ribbons and red x’s on utility poles throughout the City are for, and he came
upon a man marking the poles; those poles are to be replaced by DTE. He was curious if DTE has contacted the
City about removing those poles.
Mr. Melchert stated he hasn’t been contacted by DTE as of yet, but a right-of-way permit will be needed from the
City.



He’d like to echo Mr. Knight’s comments about Mr. Tanghe’s representation at OU, including the many recent ribbon
cuttings and ground breakings.



The Chamber of Commerce is holding a meet and greet for the business community to introduce Mr. Tanghe as
the City Manager.



During the last Public Safety Advisory Committee meeting, the Chairperson made some untrue and misleading
comments, statements, and accusations about City Council and City Manager. After the appropriate staff reviewed
details of the statements, it was concluded the best course of action was to acknowledge that the statements were
made, and deny them as being factual. The statements are untrue, misleading, and reckless. As suggested by the
City Attorney, a letter was drafted and sent to the Committee Members to address the claims and accusations. The
letter sent to the Committee Members will be included as a response and attached to the Public Safety Advisory
Committee minutes.

11. CITY ATTORNEY’S REPORT – none
12. CITY MANAGER’S REPORT


It was a wonderful night for the dedication of the Elliott Tower and he also attended the opening of Oakview Hall,
another wonderful event.
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As a reminder, there is a ‘Sand Breaking’ for the new Michigan Sea Life Aquarium at Great Lakes Crossing, taking
place tomorrow.



Congratulation to Lelli’s for celebrating their 75th Anniversary, the City will be participating in the Thursday
celebration. More information can be located on the Lelli’s website.



The DDA proposal has not been forgotten; there is a 60 day opt out period for the different taxing jurisdictions after
the public hearing has been published. The team, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Lohmeier, Ms. Carroll, Ms. Mariuz, and he have
been working on moving the process forward. He would like to recognize Ms. Mariuz for all the work she has put
into this project.



Would like to recognize Stephanie Carroll, as of today, has been promoted to Manager of Business Development
and Community Relations. This new position combines retired Laurie Renaud’s Economic Development Director
position with Ms. Carroll’s Community Relations position.

13. ADJOURNMENT
Hearing no objection the meeting adjourned at 8:42 p.m.

___________________________________
Kevin R. McDaniel, Mayor

________________________________
Terri Kowal, City Clerk

CITY OF AUBURN
HILLS
C I TY C O U NC I L
A GE N DA
M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

AGENDA ITEM NO. 4B.

The City of Auburn Hills
City Council Workshop
Minutes
September 22, 2014
CALL TO ORDER: by Mayor McDaniel at 5:30 p.m.
LOCATION: City Council Chamber, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326
Present: Mayor McDaniel, Mayor Pro Tem Kittle, Council Members Burmeister, Hammond, Knight (arrived
at 6:00 p.m.), Mitchell, Verbeke
Absent: None
Also Present: City Manager Tanghe, Acting Assistant City Manager Grice, Director of Public Safety – Police Chief
Olko, Deputy Director/Police Hardesty, City Clerk Kowal, Community Development Director Cohen,
DPW Director Melchert, Deputy DPW Director Herczeg, Finance Director Barnes, Treasurer
Buschmohle, Senior Director Adcock, Fieldstone Golf Club Manager/PGA Pro Marmion, Deputy
Finance Director Schulz, Accountant Wickenheiser, Accountant Bommarito, Roads & Fleet
Manager Brisson, Community Relations Coordinator Carroll, City Attorney Beckerleg, City Manager
Assistant Mariuz, City Engineer Juidici.
The Budget workshop began with a brief recap of the general fund expenditure changes due to the 25% reduction in
internal MDOT rates as discussed at the workshop of September 8, 2014. An update of TIFA B and TIFA D planned
expenditures for the University Road bridge work was also reviewed to show TIFA B taking on additional expense while
TIFA D reflected less.
Next, Ms. Schulz discussed the Water and Sewer fund’s rates and capital projects. The rate increases planned for 2015
were discussed. Ms. Schulz explained that a 5% increase in January, 2015 and a 3% increase in July, 2015 are reflected
in the budget right now. For years 2016 – 2019, an annual 5% increase is included. A reduction in water costs due to
anticipated savings through North Oakland County Water Association (NOCWA) was also assumed in the current budget
projections. The balance in the combined water and sewer accounts was questioned in relation to the fund’s available
cash. The response was due to higher than normal capital projects the cash was declining until 2017 and was not back
above 2014 levels until 2019 at about $18M in the reserves.
Fieldstone Golf Course operations are projected to be above the breakeven point. In 2017, the bonds will be paid in full,
and transfers from General Fund will cease. The outsourcing of the restaurant operations resulted in a net $100,000.00
savings. A question was asked regarding the payback of the Water and Sewer transfers to the Golf Fund. Mr. Barnes
responded that these were previously paid off. General fund will be repaid as dictated by the agreement. Mr. Barnes will
draft a report showing how much Fieldstone owes General Fund and how much has been repaid to Water and Sewer.
Without objection the workshop adjourned at 6:18 p.m.
___________________________________
Kevin R. McDaniel, Mayor

________________________________
Terri Kowal, City Clerk

CITY OF AUBURN
HILLS
C I TY C O U NC I L
M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

AGENDA ITEM NO. 4C.

The City of Auburn Hills
City Council Workshop
Minutes
September 29, 2014
CALL TO ORDER: by Mayor McDaniel at 5:40 p.m.
LOCATION: City Council Chamber, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326
Present: Mayor McDaniel, Mayor Pro Tem Kittle, Council Members Burmeister, Hammond, Knight, Mitchell,
Verbeke (arrived at 7:06 p.m.)
Absent: None
Also Present: City Manager Tanghe, Acting Assistant City Manager Grice, Director of Public Safety – Police Chief
Olko, City Clerk Kowal, Community Development Director Cohen, DPW Director Melchert, Deputy
DPW Director Herczeg, Treasurer Buschmohle, Deputy Finance Director Schulz, City Manager
Assistant Mariuz, City Engineers Juidici and Stevens.
5 Guests

City Manager Tanghe began discussion on the first road project - Featherstone Road. The underground work took longer
than expected, and the resurfacing has not yet begun. The contractor has indicated that they will discount the cost to
remove the road and completely rebuild it. The cost to the City will be $450,000.00; the road should last an additional ten
years. The Tax Increment Finance Board met earlier in the day, and has indicated if the Local / Major Road Fund account
does not have the funds, they will provide the full amount. The value of the project will increase significantly more than the
$450,000.00 investment; the value from the investment will be $1.2 million dollars. In addition, there is a better chance
that the project can be completed in this year with a complete rebuild than an overlay.
Lengthy discussion took place among City Council, Mr. Tanghe and DPW staff.
The following motion was made:
Moved by Knight, Seconded by Hammond.
RESOLVED: To approve additional funding for the Featherstone Road Water Main and Concrete Full-Depth
Repair Option and accept the approval of the TIFA Board of Directors to fund a portion of the repair project. A
not-to-exceed funding distribution of $315,000.00 from Local Roads account number 253-453-935-000
CONCMAINT and $135,000.00 from TIFA B account number 252-736-973-000-14 STP-FSTONE is required.
Furthermore, authorize the City Manager to execute this change on behalf of the City. If funding cannot be
available through the Local / Major Road fund then the expense is approved for the full amount by the TIF Board
of Directors for $450,000.00.
VOTE: Yes: Burmeister, Hammond, Kittle, Knight, McDaniel, Mitchell
No: None
Resolution No. 14.09.190

Motion Carried (6-0)
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The second road project discussed was Taylor Road. Mr. Frank Jonna, Mr. Michael Allen and Mr. Matt Johnson spoke as
landowners or representatives on Taylor Road. They are very supportive of upgrades and / or repairs being made to this
road.
Two plans were offered as potential options. One (Option A) is to rebuild the current alignment, at a cost of approximately
$606,000.00 plus an additional $525,000.00 to repave in front of RGIS and the proposed TI site. The second (Option B) is
to move the road over near the Zelma neighborhood. The cost for this option is about $1.1 million plus the $525,000.00 for
the paving at RGIS and TI. Mr. Jonna and Mr. Allen would sign agreements to allow the road to cross their properties.
Option B does not allow traffic to go north onto Lapeer; traffic would have to drive south on Lapeer and east on Walton to
take Opdyke north to Lapeer.
Option A allows both north and southbound traffic as it does now. Mr. Knight suggested an additional turnaround be placed
closer to the improved road for the convenience of northbound Lapeer drivers. Discussion continued concerning
deceleration lanes, traffic lights and the possibility with funding from state grants and by postponing repairs to other roads.
Mr. Jonna opined that it will be easier for development on Taylor Road to take place if it is easier to travel on.
Mr. Melchert mentioned that talks had taken place regarding bifurcating Mr. Jonna’s property and the work shed at
Fieldstone.
Mr. Tanghe stated that we have been looking at repairing this road for years. One problem is that the funding is difficult,
especially with the 50% tax abatements the City is issuing. All City Council Members, along with Mr. Tanghe, feel this
road is in bad shape and we need to find a solution.
Council concurred that monies need to be set aside to repair or upgrade Taylor Road. Mr. Melchert was directed to
move forward with the grant application to the state. Mr. Tanghe reminded Council that we may need to dip into reserve
funds to pay for this road. He went on to ask Mr. Juidici if the costs listed are complete and include engineering costs.
The response was yes, it is a complete estimate.
The third project for consideration was North Squirrel Road. Mr. Melchert stated that we need to submit a plan to MDOT
for the N. Squirrel and Dutton intersection improvement. With the current proposed plan (Plan A), temporary and
permanent easements are required. They are not able to obtain some of the necessary easements, especially to put
in the Hike/Bike trail. Two additional plans (Plan B & Plan C) were drafted to avoid needing the easements.
In Plan B, the 350 year old Black Walnut tree will need to be removed to allow for road placement. In Plan
C, the tree will be a hazard due to its proximity to the road. With any of the plans, it is believed the roots of the tree will
be damaged in construction, making the tree not only a hazard to vehicles on the road but also a falling damage to
surrounding residents.
Council Members and staff attempted to come up with a plan that could conceivably save the tree. After a lengthy
discussion, it was agreed that there is no way to save this tree without considerable damage to many other trees in the
area. Moving the road over would disturb several areas of woodland. The Black Walnut is in the City’s right of way; it
is not on personal property. Everyone expressed dismay at removing the tree, but realized the only way to improve the
road is to remove it.
The consensus is to move forward with Plan B without the path coming all the way to Dutton. The path will stop at
Thornhill, but when the property on the corner is developed, the continuation of the path and the easements will be
required.
The fourth road plan to be reviewed is Shimmons Road. Mr. Durand, whose property is across from Oakland Christian
School (OCS), has been in discussion with the City for about four years to negotiate a portion of his land to allow the
straightening and improvement of Shimmons. Initial plans indicate a triangular piece of land would be purchased by
the City and OCS. The City would purchase about 1/3 of the parcel, and OCS the remaining 2/3.
The draft sketch shows a water retention pond and a new driveway on the OCS portion. Mr. Melchert feels that OCS
might want the City to develop the land and sell it back to them improved. City Council Members pointed out that the
school can use our contractors to take advantage of the lower rate for construction.
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Mr. Tanghe reminded Council that there is $450,000.00 in the budget for this improvement. Council reached a
consensus that both the City and OCS should close and pay their own costs for this property at the same time.
Without objection, the workshop adjourned at 9:12 p.m.

________________________________
Kevin R. McDaniel, Mayor

_______________________________
Terri Kowal, City Clerk

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
C I TY C O UNC I L A GE N DA

M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

A G E N D A I T E M N O . 7 A .1 .

Not yet approved

The City of Auburn Hills
Tax Incentive Review Committee Meeting

September 08, 2014

LOCATION: Administrative Conference Room, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills MI 48326
1. CALL TO ORDER: Acting Chairperson Iacobelli called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m.
2. ROLL CALL:

Present: Iacobelli, Nelson, Landsberg
Also Present: City Assessor Lohmeier, Deputy Assessor Blinkilde, Community
Relations and Legislative Affairs Coordinator Carroll.
Absent: DeClerck, Burmeister

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 11, 2014
Motion by Mr. Landsberg that the TIRC minutes of August 11, 2014 be accepted, as written.
Supported by Mr. Nelson
VOTE: Yes:
No:

All
None

Motion carried (3-0)

4. OLD BUSINESS –
a. Tax Incentive Policy - [The Tax Incentive Policy Review will be a regular item to be listed
under old business.]
Mr. Landsberg suggested that the policy discussion be postponed until all committee members
are present. Mr. Lohmeier would like committee members to think about two items for future
discussion.
1. Change in policy, to be consistent with the State law, allowing a 6 month look-back for
purchase of personal property and construction of real property when considering
abatement applications.
2. Adding a statement to the policy that no construction period is to be included in the
abatement term. State law allows a 2 year construction period, which would effectively
increase the term 2 years [ie: an 8 year abatement would last 10 years] The city’s practice
has been to begin the abatement term at the end of the approval year with no construction
period included; however, this is not stated in the Tax Incentive Policy and, perhaps, should
be.
b. Personal Property law changes
Mr. Landsberg asked if the new personal property legislation would eliminate tax abatement
applications for personal property. Mr. Lohmeier explained that, as he understands the new
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law, only the personal property related to manufacturing is affected by the new legislation and
will be exempted. The personal property of companies that are related to manufacturing (R&D),
but don’t perform manufacturing would still be taxed, so still may pursue a tax abatement. [The
State Tax Commission is in the process of compiling documentation for assessors with specifics
on administering the new laws.]
5. NEW BUSINESS
a. Request for New Facility IFEC (Real and Personal Property) – SL America Corp.
SL America Corp. was represented by Seung Ho Yang (Managing Director), Erin Perrault (Office
Manager/Accounting) and Jungsun Lee (Manager, Strategy Planning). The company has signed a
purchase agreement to acquire 4375 Giddings (formerly leased by Plex Systems). The closing is
expected to take place by the end of the month. This facility will be SL America’s Engineering Center
for North America. They are moving from a leased facility in Sterling Heights. The IFEC application
includes the purchase and installation of testing equipment as well as adding conference rooms and
furniture.
The company began in South Korea in 1954. Their home office is still located there. Their US
operations commenced in 2000 with a plant in Tennessee. The company currently leases two
facilities in Sterling Heights which are both at capacity. The company had an opportunity to move
out of Michigan, but chose Auburn Hills because of tax incentives, the proximity to Tier 1 automotive
suppliers and opportunities for growth. Their intention is to expand their employee base and
engineering capabilities at this new facility. Their decision to purchase property illustrates their
commitment to stay in Michigan.
64 jobs will be transferred from their other facilities. The company expects to create 54 new jobs
over the next two years.
Mr. Iacobelli reviewed the real and personal property listings and wondered what they would use a
Dark Room for. Mr. Yang explained that this room is used to study headlight beam patterns [Not for
photographic purposes]. Mr. Iacobelli also asked when they expect to move into the building. Mr.
Yang stated that their goal is to occupy the building by the end of the year. They will acquire permits
as soon as possible for the renovations, then will start moving in furniture, etc. once the facility is
ready. The existing building is basically move-in ready, except for the areas they will be renovating.
The company has already ordered some of the personal property, which is contrary to the city’s Tax
Incentive Policy that requires IFEC application prior to any purchases, so are asking for council to
forgive this and apply the 6 month look-back provision allowable by State law. Mr. Nelson asked for
an explanation. Mr. Yang indicated that, due to time constraints, they had to order some of the
personal property, but no installations had occurred prior to the abatement application.
Mr. Nelson also questioned Item 5 on page 18 [of the TIRC packet] regarding their request for
assistance with their parking lot. Mr. Yang stated that they would like the city to help them with plans
for modifying their parking lot. Mr. Lohmeier told him that they should consult with the City Planner
about this.
Mr. Landsberg asked if this was to be an engineering or a manufacturing facility. Mr. Yang explained
that they will be focused on design at this location and will have labs for testing and making
modifications to their products. Both of their current manufacturing locations are at full capacity, so
they anticipate acquiring another facility in the future, perhaps in Auburn Hills.
Mr. Iacobelli reminded the applicants that the city’s Tax Incentive Policy requires the company to
remain at this location at least two years after the expiration of an 8 year abatement or they would
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be responsible for paying back the abated taxes. Also, he explained that they can apply for an
extension for up to four additional years at the end of the original term. Mr. Yang is aware of this.
Mr. Yang added that the company cares about their employees and believe in social responsibility
and are committed to remaining in Michigan.
Motion by Mr. Nelson to recommend to city council, approval of an 8 year abatement for SL America
Corporation, for [$1,140,500 of] real property improvements to be constructed at 4375 Giddings and
[$2,318,500 of] new personal property to be installed at same site; parcel number 02-14-03-100-034;
with a term beginning 12/31/2014 and ending 12/30/2022 and the business requirement to operate
the facility 2 years after the expiration of the certificate. This motion is made under the condition that
the company acquires a lease or a deed to this property prior to appearing before council.
[Legal Desc: T3N, R10E, SEC 3 PART OF NW 1/4 BEG AT PT DIST N 02-46-00 W 1643.38 FT & S 87-11-43 W 627.66
FT FROM CEN OF SEC, TH S 87-11-43 W 370.98 FT, TH N 02-14-49 W 522.28 FT, TH S 86-19-55 E 482.45 FT, TH S
02-43-54 E 178.64 FT, TH S 87-16-06 W 109.86 FT, TH S 02-07-56 E 289.39 FT TO BEG 4.74 A1-7-98 FR 021]

Supported by Mr. Landsberg
VOTE: Yes: Iacobelli, Landsberg, Nelson
No: None

Motion carried (3-0)

Mr. Lohmeier expects the company to appear before council on October 6, 2014.
6. CITY COUNCIL UPDATE –
Mr. Lohmeier advised the committee that Hirotec America, Inc., Visioneering, Inc. and BorgWarner,
Inc. will appear before council this evening for their IFEC approval. TI Automotive still has not
provided a final lease agreement, so they will probably be scheduled at the beginning of October.
7. OTHER –
Mr. Landsberg asked if the city’s tax base had increased significantly over the last couple of years
with the improving economy and new construction. Mr. Lohmeier explained that the increase in
taxable value is limited by the inflation rate, for the most part. Most new construction is covered
under a tax abatement. Additionally, the industrial class still realized a decrease in value for 2014
and the commercial class remained flat for 2014, so there has been no significant change to the
tax base. Some economic sources predict that it will be at least 20 years for the taxable value to
come back to pre-2008 levels.
Mr. Lohmeier stated that there are 35-40 appeals pending with the Michigan Tax Tribunal. Prior
settlements with Chrysler and the Palace are still in effect at this time. There are no items
scheduled for the October TIRC meeting as of today. This would be the last opportunity for TIRC
to make IFEC recommendations to city council for abatements effective for the 2015 tax year.
October 31st is the deadline for IFEC submissions to the State Tax Commission.
8. ADJOURNMENT - There being no objections, the meeting was adjourned at 6:12 p.m.
Next meeting:

October 13, 2014 at 5:30 pm

Karen Blinkilde, Deputy Assessor
O:\assessor\PA 198_IFEC\TIRC - Tax Incentive Review Committee\2014\09_08_14\Minutes TIRC 9-08-14.docx
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“Not Yet Approved”
CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
September 16, 2014
CALL TO ORDER: Chairman Coolman called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
ROLL CALL: Present: Boelter, Coolman, Hammond, Petras, Taylor
Absent: None
Also Present: Director Olko, Deputy Director/Police Hardesty, Deputy Director/Fire Manning
LOCATION: Grusnick Public Safety Building, 1899 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills MI 48326
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – February 25, 2014
Moved by Mr. Taylor to approve the May 27, 2014 minutes.
Seconded by Mr. Boelter.
VOTE: Yes: Boelter, Coolman, Hammond, Petras, Taylor
No: None

Motion Carried (5-0)

4. PUBLIC COMMENT – none
5. NEW BUSINESS
a. Bid Award – Fire Engine
Deputy Director/Fire Manning presented a PowerPoint presentation, explaining traditionally fire apparatus
serve a specific purpose and responds for specific tasks. In Auburn Hills, the lead engine is set up to serve
multiple roles. The lead engine carries all the necessary gear for fighting a fire, EMS equipment up to
advanced life support level, the JAWS of Life for extrication, rescue equipment, and hazardous materials
equipment. In essence, the lead fire engine is a multipurpose response vehicle. The vehicle must be able
to carry a great amount of weight, because of the amount of equipment necessary.
With Auburn Hills having such a large commercial base, the equipment must meet those needs.
Consideration for the new engine included pump capacity (1,500 Gallons per Minute (gpm)); fire
suppression; gross vehicle weight rating; sufficient motor power to move the heavy vehicle and to sustain
pumping 1,500 gpm of water and water storage (approximately 750 gallons of water); phone system;
equipment storage; master stream deck gun; a generator; and a storage cabinet for medical equipment.
The proposed vehicle has a locked storage cabinet for medical supplies in the cab of the truck.
The National Fire Protection Association has specific standards for fire apparatus based on the
equipment carried by the truck as well as the safety features.
To help establish appropriate fire insurance premiums for residential and commercial properties, insurance
companies need reliable, up-to-date information about a community's fire-protection services. Insurance
Service Office (ISO) provides that information through the Public Protection Classification (PPCTM)
program. The rating is based on Water Supply, Communications, and Fire Department Operations. The
City of Auburn Hills currently has an ISO rating of 5 on a scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being the best fire
department. Currently, Section 3, of the ISO rating has recently been revamped and its anticipated points
will increase by one or two points, for fire departments throughout the country.
The life expectancy of such a vehicle is 15 years, and possibly 20 years. After 15 years the engine can go
into reserve status, as a back-up in the event another engine is down.
Four bids were received from three manufactures; Rosenbauer through, Emergency Vehicle Plus,
submitted two bids. Prices ranged from $411,529 for HME- Ahrens Fox to $396,918 for Emergency Vehicle
Plus proposal 2. Proposal 2 offers an added advantage of a significantly shorter time to delivery. This is
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because the chassis for the apparatus has already been built and the unit has a build number. Rosenbauer
had planned to build the apparatus as a demonstration vehicle. We can take advantage of the pre-built
chasses while customizing other critical options to meet our needs.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning assured the Board that Proposal 2 met all the specifications and it is a 2014
model. The vehicle has a gross vehicle weight rating of 47,000 pounds; which includes the truck, the
personnel and the equipment.
When this process began, it was suggested the Department look at mini-pumpers. The mini-pumpers are
built on a Ford F-450 frame, with a gross vehicle weight rating of 19,500 pounds. The mini-pumper wouldn’t
be able to carry all the necessary equipment, the number of hoses or as much water as the standard size
pumper.
The proposed pumper also has a foam system, the foam adheres to whatever is burning and extinguishes
the fire more quickly. The cab is custom with a 10-inch raised roof; a master stream deck gun; a 170” wheel
base, the shortest of all proposals, making maneuvering much easier; and the largest hose storage ability.
All but one company offered a discount option of paying up front for the truck, either at 100% or other
discounts at 75% and 50%.
Currently the City does not have a Rosenbauer vehicle, but upon doing some research, he learned
Rosenbauer is a leading manufacturer of fire apparatus in the world, with sales and service in over 100
countries.
Director Olko explained the Department pays Fleet to rent the Department vehicles. The City’s Fleet
Division of the Department of Public Works has adequate funds set aside in its 2014 budget for the
purchase. The City’s system requires the purchase be repaid to the Fleet Division through a monthly
interdepartmental transfer from Fire Department to Fleet. The amount is to be determined but will repay
the purchase over the life of the vehicle.
Responding to Mr. Coolman, Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated the Department has all full size trucks,
there are no mini vehicles.
Mr. Coolman asked if there is any place in the City that one of the large fire trucks cannot access.
Deputy Director/Police Hardesty explained both Fire and Police are included in the site plan process of new
construction; part of the review process includes making sure emergency vehicles will have full access to
a site.
Mr. Coolman was curious if there are ladders to accommodate all the building heights, and if not, how are
can those buildings be accessed.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated no the City doesn’t have tall enough ladders; however, with the mutual
aid agreement, Rochester Hills has a 100’ aerial truck. The City’s aerial truck is 75’, which in theory is
adequate for a three or four story building; however, when including sidewalk and landscaping and the
angle of the ladder is not capable of reaching the roof. There has been discussion of purchasing a 100’
aerial truck in the future.
Ms. Hammond asked when the last fire truck purchase in the City was made; also with customizing proposal
2, will there be an additional cost.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated the Department purchased a 2009 truck. Proposal 2, with the
customization, there will not be any significant additional costs.
Moved by Mr. Taylor to recommend to City Council that the Fire Department purchase a Rosenbauer
custom fire engine from Emergency Vehicles Plus as specified in proposal #2 in the amount of
$396,918 and use a 75% pre-pay discount option for a final cost of $388,186.
Seconded by Mr. Boelter.
VOTE: Yes: Boelter, Coolman, Hammond, Petras, Taylor
No: None
Motion Carried (5-0)
Mr. Boelter asked if paying the 100% up front, with those savings if it may be wise to purchase the extended
warranty.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning stated he would investigate.
Director Olko noted the entire fire fleet is aging and there is a fleet plan.
Deputy Director/Fire Manning explained three trucks were purchased in the 1990’s and will need to be
replaced. The next truck being considered is an aerial truck with an extended ladder.
b. 2015 Budget
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Director Olko explained the City’s budget process begins in July; each department meets with the Finance
Department and the City Manager’s Office. The budgets get tweaked and move on to City Council
workshops for discussion and amending. In October a public hearing held and by the first meeting in
November, the budget is approved in accordance with the City Charter.
Director Olko stated this evening’s information is all that is currently available; the budget is still being
reviewed, so there isn’t as much detailed information as she would like to present to the Board. At the City
Council’s Goals and Objectives meeting in May, all the departments were told to keep their budgets flat,
which means no increases. With no increases in the budget, plans have been abandoned for the
remodeling, the crime prevention officer position, and the crime analyst position.
Two sergeants and one detective are retiring at the end of October. The Department requested to keep
the same number of personnel the Department had in 2014; 36 patrol officers, 12 command officers, five
investigators, 11 dispatch, and four civilians. Several people are eligible for retirement in 2015. It has been
the intention of the Public Safety Department to maintain the same number of employees, including a chief
and deputy chief of both the Fire Department and the Police Department as in the past years.
There is strong City Council support splitting police and fire, and laying off one person. With the split, it is
believed there is no reason to keep the deputy police position, which will be Deputy Director/Police
Hardesty’s position. She is opposed to the layoff and it is not her recommendation.
Mr. Coolman asked if any of the proposed changes need a recommendation from the Public Safety Advisory
Committee.
Mr. Taylor explained after being off the Committee for the last three or so years, he was asked if he’d be
willing to serve on the Committee; he was an original member of this Committee when it was formed.
When he left the Committee, the fire department was within two years of operating in the red under the
current millage structure. Since combining the two departments into Public Safety, operations are in the
black and running well. He asked why there would be consideration of splitting back to individual
departments. He questioned if there will be more millage funds available to run the fire department. He
believes the Public Safety should remain as is, one department.
Mr. Boelter stated since he has been on the Committee, it has been team based and asked why breakup
the team.
Mr. Coolman noted City Council voted to combine the departments into one Public Safety Department and
asked if Council will vote to split the Department back into two separate departments.
Ms. Hammond stated she wasn’t aware of a Council vote, reverting back to two separate departments; this
was done administratively.
Discussion ensued regarding who and how the combination of departments occurred and how the split will
occur, and by whose authority. The majority of the Committee is displeased with the split and how it has
been handled.
Director Olko stated the numbers as presented don’t represent a split of the Department; however, there is
a reduction under the wages and salaries of the police portion of $81,000. It is the job of this Committee to
endorse the budget that has been presented.
Some Committee Members suggested postponing approving the budget until more information can be
provided.
Director Olko understood one concern is the Department has too much command. She did a brief study of
comparable neighboring communities, and Auburn Hills is about average.
Mr. Coolman noted when residents vote to give a certain amount of money for police and fire protection,
and the budgets don’t exceed that funding, then why should there be concern of personnel numbers. He
doesn’t feel millage money from the police or fire department, should be transferred to the general fund.
He asked if City Council must approve proposed ballot language; he is proposing asking residents to restrict
police or fire millages from being transferred to the general fund. If Council rejected the idea of a ballot
question and there are enough signatures, could City Council‘s decision be rejected.
Ms. Hammond stated the attorney’s opinion has stated any funds not spent in the police budget that year,
can be transferred to the general fund.
Mr. Coolman stated for the record, that he went to the Mayor after former City Manager Pete Auger left the
City and asked if anyone would be losing their job. The Mayor assured him that there were no other
employees that would be losing their job. The Mayor told him, time will tell that he is telling the truth. He
then went to the City Manager and asked him the very same question. Not only did the City Manager tell
him absolutely no, this is a great City and there isn’t any need to worry. The City Manager also told him,
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as workers get older, they produce less. He was shocked to hear that come out of the City Manager’s
mouth. He told the City Manager, yes, maybe older employees produce less, but older workers with all of
their experience bring more to the table, which far off-sets what you may lose in a small amount of
productivity. The City Manager responded that yes, at some point it does out weight itself.
It was clear to him, the City Manager wants to get rid of older workers, which is discriminatory. Our Mayor
has said over and over again, he hates benefits. People work hard and deserve those benefits and should
be able to keep their job. He thinks it’s wrong, discriminatory, and opens the City up to lawsuits.
Mr. Boelter believed the benefit argument was with elected officials, not City employees.
Ms. Hammond suggested as a Committee, that a vote be taken to keep the services combined as one
department, and send the recommendation to City Council.
Mr. Boelter was in agreement, why fix something that isn’t broke.
Ms. Hammond noted it has only been three years, and when first proposed, it was for a term of five years.
Mr. Coolman stated he will contact the City Clerk to determine what options are available.
Mr. Boelter suggested postponing budget approval for a few weeks, until more definite information is
available.
Ms. Hammond believed she should have a paper copy of the budget by Thursday, with more definite
information in it.
Mr. Coolman noted the budget report had very predictable numbers, 2013 to 2014, and the 2014 to 2015,
with the exception of some gaps, possibly because of the billing charges for the police and fire.
Director Olko noted on her report, the section marked Revenue, Charges for Services, Ambulance
Emergency Medical Services, there is projected revenue for Fire EMS of $202,000 for 2014. For 2015, an
estimated $400,000 for EMS is projected, and $575,000 for 2016, 2017, and 2018.
Grants have been taken advantage of where possible for both police and fire. The ad volorem tax for 2013,
is $11,214,000; 2014 is being projected at $11,200,000, with small increase in 2015 and 2016.
In 2013, The Palace payout was $316,000 for police services. The projection for 2014 is $325,000, but will
likely be closer to $340,000. There is no indication that The Palace will be leaving the City.
The expenditures for 2014 are expected to be a little less than the revenues. The goal is to keep expenses
status quo.
Ms. Hammond asked if the Committee would like to defer a motion and she’ll let Council know at the next
budget workshop that the Committee would prefer to wait for more detailed budget information before
making a motion.
Ms. Hammond also isn’t sure if and/or when the split of the Public Safety Department will take place and if
there will be a vote. She will check on that as well.
Mr. Boelter suggested inviting City Council to a PSAC meeting to explain their plans for the Public Safety
Department.
It was noted anyone can attend a Council meeting.
Mr. Coolman moved to continue the department forum as approved by the Public Safety Advisory
Committee and by City Council three years ago, and continue the current status for the five years
as initially proposed.
Supported by Mr. Boelter.
VOTE: Yes: Boelter, Coolman, Hammond, Petras, Taylor
No: None
Motion Carried (5-0)
6. OLD BUSINESS - none
7. REPORT FROM THE DEPARTMENTS
7a. Fire Department
Deputy Director/Fire Manning:


A lot of time was taken to investigate and produce the bid specs for the fire apparatus that was
previously discussed.



EMS operations are going well.
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As of today, the Department is 100% complete on the ‘Firefighter Right to Know Act’, this is a
collection of site specific plans of what chemicals are on site and an updated copy of floor plans;
and collection of applicable fees. Fees are based on the type of chemicals stored.



The stretchers are in and being used; personnel love them.



One of the ambulances was out of service for a week; when in for routine maintenance it was
noticed a strut – something structural was in need of repair. The STAR contract has a lease rate
for an ambulance of $2,500 per day, but it was given to the City for free for the week.



Staffing changes have been made by location for the daytime hours because of the University
Drive construction. To keep the response times down, an ambulance has been sent to the north
end of the City, operating most days as advance life support unit. Thankfully with all the
construction, there hasn’t been any drastic time lapse for any calls.



Invited all Commission Members to the appreciation dinner, October 5th, recognizing fire personnel
for their dedication.

7b. Police Department
Deputy Director/Police Hardesty:


Noted construction on Baldwin Road and Joslyn Road caused significant issues with the mall traffic
Saturday. A meeting was held with Oakland County Sherriff’s, Great Lakes Crossing Mall
personnel, and Auburn Hills Police, on how to best handle the traffic. Construction will continue
through at least mid-October. If necessary, traffic will be rerouted off of I-75 at other exits, than
Baldwin Road.



University Drive work has been ongoing and Oakland University has notified students to use Cross
Creek and the new Library Drive.



A focus continues on hiring and retirements, with hiring interviews being ongoing for the past year;
there is competition in the area for hiring quality employees. A new officer will be starting a week
from Monday. Recommendations for promotions will be forthcoming.



An active shooter major exercise will take place Sunday, at Great Lakes Crossing. This exercise
is a combined training with the Fire Department, including how to get to victims quicker and getting
people out. The exercise will include over 100 participants.



There has been a rash of larceny from vehicles, with an arrest for commercial larcenies. This was
through the cooperative effort of four communities. One night 20 unlocked cars were rifled through
with change, phone chargers and other items being taken. A younger person was identified, and
arrested five days ago in Oakland County for breaking into a car. Since that arrest, there haven’t
been any similar incidents.
The area hit was between South Boulevard and through the Walton Heights area, with
approximately 40 incidents reported within 10 days. Arrests were made this summer at the
downtown parking structure that was being targeted. An education campaign has been underway
stressing the importance of locking cars and not leaving items visible.



Responding to Ms. Hammond, Deputy Director/Police Hardesty stated there haven’t been a lot of
problems in the parking structure, though there have been complaints of kids playing soccer and
skateboarding.
Director Olko stated the use of social media to educate the public to turn on porch lights, lock their
vehicles and close garage doors is continuous. If there is ever a question, the residents should call
the police and not to be afraid of bothering police officers.

8. COMMENTS FROM THE BOARD - none
9. ADJOURNMENT
Hearing no objection, the meeting adjourned at 7:57 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,
Kathleen Novak
Records Retention Clerk
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CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
PLANNING COMMISSION

MINUTES
September 18, 2014
1. CALL TO ORDER: Chairperson Ouellette called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.
2. ROLL CALL: Present:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
Absent:
None
Also Present: Director of Community Development Cohen, City Manager Tanghe, Senior Director
Adcock
Guests:
12
LOCATION: City Council Chamber, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326
3. PERSONS WISHING TO BE HEARD – None
Sheila Fleishans, 56 Rosetta Court, noted the traffic going east Auburn Road at Squirrel Road, is always bogged down.
When she exits Rosetta Court and turns left, there is so much traffic she ends up sitting through three or four traffic signals.
At the intersection there is a left turn lane, a straight through land and a right hand turn lane, which is just a smidge too
narrow for a car to get through. If the flower bed could be moved over two feet, there would be ample room for the right
turn lane.
Mr. Tanghe introduced himself to the Planning Commissioners, noting he is the new City Manager. He thanked the Planning
Commissioners for their service. Mr. Tanghe noted he has been with Auburn Hills since 2001; and he too, was a Planning
Commission in the past.
4. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 21, 2014
Moved by Ms. Mitchell to approve the minutes of August 21, 2014.
Supported by Mr. Mendieta.
VOTE: Yes: All
No:
None

Motion Carried

5. PETITIONERS
5a. Primary Place – PUD
Mr. Ouellette explained this is a Combined PUD, which is a two-step Planned Unit Development; Qualification, step one
and Site Plan & Tree Removal Permit, step two. Continuing, Mr. Ouellette explained because this is a Public Hearing, Mr.
Cohen, Community Development Director will present the project, the developer will offer any additional information, then
the Planning Commission will ask questions, and finally the discussion will be opened to the public. Once all questions are
answered, the Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the City Council for action. This item will be on the
October 6, 2014 City Council meeting.
Mr. Cohen noted his department received one letter from a resident dated September 15, 2014 and asked Secretary Justice
to read it for the record:
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I don't often write letters to members of the city government, but am compelled to do so regarding the pending
development on Primary St between Squirrel Rd and Grey Rd.
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I have lived in my home on Grey Rd since 1982 and have seen many changes to the city, which most people see as
improvements. Unfortunately I do not share their opinion. I grew up in Ferndale, a suburb of Detroit. When I moved
to Auburn Hills I was ecstatic because I moved to 'the country". Little by little, my "country" has disappeared, making
way for industrial parks, automotive giants and mega malls. Once again, I know that to many this is progress, and I
have grinned and bared it for a very long time.
Not long ago I was dismayed to find an apartment building going up on Auburn Rd, with the back/side of it practically on
Grey Rd. Next to come is a new business development at Auburn Rd and Squirrel. I guess I can live with that because
that is part of the downtown business district. But now, in one of the small remaining green spaces nearest my home, I
understand that more townhomes will be popping up soon. I feel that the "suburban sprawl" is now practically in my
backyard.
A couple months ago I received a survey (from which city department I do not remember) which had pages of
questions regarding services needed by aging residents; did I plan to move, would I remain in Auburn Hills, etc. I
started completing the survey, but then realized I really do not want to stay in Auburn Hills. I love my home and all
of the work I've put into it in the last 30+ years, but I no longer like the area. If my job did not keep me here, I WOULD
move, and it would be out of Auburn Hills.
I will be unable to attend the meeting to be held on the 18th, but wanted my voice to be heard. If there is another
meeting to be held on this topic I would like to be notified.
I appreciate your attention.
Thank you,
Christine and Ronald Roddy
599 S. Grey Rd.
Mr. Cohen presented a PowerPoint presentation, noting the development is on the edge of downtown. It is surrounded by
Church’s Lumber to the south, as well as a printing business and strip mall to the west; to the north is student housing and
the parking garage. Light industrial zoning is to the south and the west of this property, and a residential neighborhood to
the east and to the south. This parcel is in the Downtown zoning district.
The project is proposing 18 apartment units that resemble townhomes and will all have garages. This is a very difficult
parcel to work with, there are high transmission lines to the south and to the north are big DTE lines.
The units are just under 35 feet at the peak, the mid-point of how buildings are measured, with the highest tip of the roof at
41 feet.
David Steuer, Steuer & Associates, Inc., builder and developer, thanked the City team for being very helpful. His company
is a smaller scale builder and developer, who has won many awards for their projects. Being so small, they must carefully
choose where they build, and Auburn Hills was chosen as one of those sites. This site will be for rent housing.
The location is great, with shopping and plenty of outdoor activities, with close proximity to the Clinton River Trail.
The units have an attached two car garage, each has their own entrance, two and one-half bathrooms, two bedrooms, and
a loft area that could be used as a third bedroom.
Responding to Ms. Shearer, Mr. Steuer believed the rental rates will be in the neighborhood of $1,800 per month; utilities
are not included in the rent. The units are approximately 1,500 sq. ft., not including the garage level.
Ms. Mitchell asked for clarification of the perspective tenants as business professions.
Mr. Steuer explained the Chamber of Commerce conducted a study with the local businesses and about 20% were seeking
long-term corporate housing. With all the international companies in Auburn Hills, many companies bring employees in for
a number of years to work. This type of housing is similar to much of the housing in other countries.
Mr. Ouellette asked about the pavilion and seating area.
Mr. Steuer stated at the northeast corner of the site, at the corner of Grey and Primary, the land is quite narrow. A 10 foot
by 14 foot structure will be erected to simulate the old train depot; four posts with a roof and cement floor with a picnic table.
Lighting has been discussed, and solar lighting is being investigated. The roofing of the structure will match that of the
Primary Place apartment buildings.
Mr. Ouellette asked if the trail will be moved over a bit.
Mr. Cohen explained the City would like to retain ownership of the land the trail occupies, as opposed to an easement. The
trail will be redesigned and rerouted, with the City’s property line along the edge of the pathway and then head north.
Mr. Hitchcock asked if there may be any marketability concerns with the proximity of the buildings to each other.
Mr. Steuer explained there are two buildings parallel to each other, with the balconies on the back sides; these are more of
an urban style. He is comfortable with the space between buildings.
Mr. Beidoun asked if the trail is being moved to the right, then why not move the building to the right.
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Mr. Cohen explained there is a 100 foot easement for ITC, the high transmission lines, so the edge of the building must be
outside of that easement. There is not an option of moving the easement because of the safety factor involved with such
powerful electric lines.
Mr. Ouellette noted these building look similar to the buildings in Forester Square.
Mr. Steuer explained his project is less dense than Forester Square and the buildings will have a lesser profile.
Mr. Ouellette opened the public hearing at 7:29 p.m.
Brian Aderholdt, 217 S. Grey Road, four houses from this proposed project, asked who will maintain the premises and will
sheds and similar outside buildings be allowed.
Mr. Ouellette explained the condo association will be responsible for maintaining the lawn as well as snow removal. Also,
there will not be any outside structures allowed, beyond what is on the site plan.
Mr. Aderholdt questioned where the snow will be piled and what the distance is from the road to the garage, the area is
quite small.
Mr. Steuer stated that had been taken into consideration, and there is ample space to pile the snow. The distance from the
road to the garage is 33 feet.
Mr. Aderholdt noted with the growth, including the 96 unit apartment building, and morning and evening school traffic,
Primary Street has become a thoroughfare with fast moving traffic.
Mr. Cohen stated Mr. Steuer will be building the pavilion and gifting it to the City, so the City will maintain the pavilion.
Mr. Aderholdt was pleased to hear the City will maintain the pavilion, noting what a good maintenance job the City currently
does.
Karen Wood, 85 S. Grey Road, asked if these building will be taller than the parking structure.
Mr. Cohen explained the midpoint of the roof will be a foot taller than the parking structure.
Ms. Wood stated building sizes are expected to decrease in size when entering a neighborhood, not increase in height.
She isn’t sure who will use the pavilion or the purpose of it; and asking if a gathering of people there a good thing or a bad
thing. It seems the number of the buildings is excessive for such a small site. She also questioned the need for more rental
space; she understood this proposed project was going to be owner occupied.
There have been many changes over the years, and she is okay with that; however, there has also been an increase in
traffic in the neighborhood.
Sue Gore, 370 Slocum, she too, is concerned for the neighborhood. She isn’t concerned with the appearance of the
buildings, but their location, encroaching into her neighborhood. She recalls a neighborhood of homes that was demolished
to make way for Forester Square; a project that hasn’t been finished. She asked with all the Forester Square area that has
yet to be developed, why this project has to be constructed on such a small piece of land, and is yet again in another
neighborhood.
Mr. Ouellette stated Forester Square is in the process of building out and should be completed within the next two to three
years.
Paul McHugh, 242 Grey Road, is concerned with the safety of the children in the area and the traffic situation. The
additional traffic from the 96 unit apartment building, and an addition 18 units will certainly increase traffic on Grey Road.
There are no stop signs on Grey Road, and is curious if there will be additional police patrolling of the street. He is also
concerned with the trees that must be removed for the buildings.
Mr. Steuer stated there is a tree replacement plan that has been submitted to the City, which exceeds the requirements.
Mr. Cohen explained it is a tree-for-tree requirement, but Mr. Steuer will be planting two trees for every one removed; 25
trees as opposed to the required 13 trees. The City planted eight or so trees along the trail, which will be relocated to
another site. Mr. Cohen explained though there may be more than 13 trees currently on the site, the City has an ordinance
that regulates trees, and the regulated trees will be replaced. Many of the trees on the site are considered junk trees, as
determined by arborists, and do not require replacement.
Mr. McHugh asked the time frame of complete occupancy of the new construction, noting the current 96 unit building
appears to be 80% empty.
Mr. Tanghe explained with Forester Square, there were 48 single family lots the City acquired along with 6.3 acres, which
is planned to have 27 single family homes constructed; an additional 23 acres that will include 148 stacked flats and
townhouses; and 160 units of congregate care, independent living for seniors. Some of the infrastructure will begin this fall,
with construction beginning in the spring.
The 97 unit downtown apartment building, is 95% occupied. In July there were only six units vacant, and those were in the
process of being rented.
Mr. McHugh’s was curious if this new apartment building will increase or decrease the residential home values.
Mr. Ouellette noted the homeowners will do well.
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Mr. McHugh’s also mentioned the construction of the retail/lofts project, noting downtown needs more businesses, but there
is a commercial building that has been vacant for a number of years.
Mr. Ouellette agreed with the frustration of vacant buildings. He explained Mr. Tanghe has been very involved in the
evolution of the downtown, and there will be a number of changes over the next few years.
Mr. Tanghe explained people must come before businesses; businesses will not come to the downtown with hopes of
people coming someday, the businesses wouldn’t be able to survive. The City’s focus is on residential density to support
what is currently downtown and what is yet to come.
The development at the southwest corner of Auburn and Squirrel Roads had a greater amount of retail space in the early
planning stages, but that has been pared down to 1700 sq. ft. of retail, 31 rental units were originally planned, the approved
plan has 45 units. The retail space size was reduced so there won’t be a lot of vacant store fronts.
The vacant two story building became a victim of the economy, but at one time was 80% to 85% occupied. The owner of
the building is an investor from New York, who purchased the building, sight unseen; Pepsi had occupied the building and
had a long-term lease. Pepsi moved out of the building, but because they had a lease, they had to continue paying the
rent. The owner had no reason to try to lease the building, because he was continuing to receive rent money from Pepsi.
That lease has since run out and as recently as this week, a lease has is currently be negotiated for the entire upper floor.
Mr. Tanghe stated it will be a professional office use.
Mr. McHugh asked what the future intentions are downtown, once all the building are occupied, both residential and
commercial. Will the development continue to expand further down the street?
Mr. Tanghe explained there are plans for future opportunities along Auburn Road and develop a larger downtown; there is
not any intent of going into the neighborhoods for expansion and becoming a larger city like Rochester. This is a very long
term process. Future development is focused on expanding north and east, the old Mound Steel and Superior Concrete,
which the City acquired. The City is seeking redevelopment opportunities, which will continue east and connect with a new
boulevard that will extend to Adams Road.
Sheila Fleishans, 56 Rosetta Court, calculated approximately 322 cars will be generated through the downtown rental
units, and believes is too large of increase of vehicles for such a small area. All of the side roads in the neighborhoods will
be used to by-pass all the congestion on Auburn Road. She noted there is a large area of land near Forester Square that
could be developed and those vehicles would have easy access to the expressways and Adams Road. She asked what
will happen when the new apartments aren’t being occupied because of the price, will the rent drop until there are tenants.
With the additional people there will also be additional crime and more violence, she believes the downtown should remain
as is.
Tammy Williams, 106 Cherryland, she concurs with the traffic statements made by others, noting the street size will not
accommodate the additional traffic. She isn’t happy having two tall building on either side, she doesn’t believe there will be
many people willing to live under the power lines, the rent price is high, and the mature trees that will be removed will be
replaced with saplings.
Mr. Ouellette stated the trees will be two to three inch diameter replacement trees.
Ms. Williams doesn’t believe that is reasonable.
Mr. Cohen stated City ordinances must be and will be followed; including the required size replacement trees. The
evergreen trees will be eight feet tall and two and one-half inch diameter deciduous trees will be planted; the common
standard in the State.
Ms. Williams is concerned, noting the City has declared the site is odd, small and a difficult space, and yet a three or four
structures can be constructed on such a site.
Mr. Aderholdt noted all the promises made to the area residents when the parking garage and large apartment complex
was being discussed of all the retail space coming. As of now, the only new business is a hookah lounge; and the promise
of more retail is unfulfilled. He understands the high-end apartment space for professionals, and commended the City for
having so many great businesses in the City. He asked where the rental office will be for the units, assuming the office will
be off-site.
Mr. Steuer noted that is correct, the Farmington Hills location will handle the rental. With a total of 18 residences, there isn’t
a need to have an onsite manager. These will be more like private residences, no pool or clubhouse.
Mr. Aderholdt noted Grey Road used to go through, but was closed to keep traffic out of the residential area, but now, the
City is changing course and encouraging traffic back into the neighborhood.
Addressing Mr. Aderholdt’s concern, Mr. Tanghe reiterated, it is tough to attract retail because there is not enough
population density. Some of the proposed retail space has been used as office space, and probably will continue until a
time when retail space makes more sense.
Hearing no more comments, Mr. Ouellette closed the public hearing at 8:05 p.m.
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Mr. Beidoun noted there was quite a bit of time spent holding town hall meetings and meeting with residents on how to
proceed developing downtown.
Mr. Cohen stated it is the goal of the City to maintain the core area and grow the residential out, heading eastward. There
was a study conducted a few years ago, helping to determine how to proceed with the downtown. With traffic counts being
very low, national retail businesses will not invest themselves downtown; there will be mom & pop type businesses and with
increased population density other retailers may choose to locate downtown.
Mr. Cohen agrees people will continue to shop at Great Lakes Crossing, Wal-Mart, Meijer, and Kroger. People like a sense
of belonging, a traditional downtown within walking distance of a coffee shop or an ice cream shop.
There are 50,000 people that work in the Squirrel Road corridor; 14,000 at Chrysler as well as students from Oakland
University and Oakland Community College that are looking for someplace to go to lunch. The hope is residents will sustain
the downtown businesses, but there will also be a great number of daytime users. This has been the vision for a downtown
for 30 years; it is a very slow process.
Moved by Mr. Pierce to recommend to City Council approval of combine PUD Step One – Qualification/Step Two –
Site Plan and Tree Removal Permit for the Primary Place PUD, subject to staff and consultants’ conditions.
Mr. Pierce is appreciative of the green building items that are anticipated for this project.
Supported by Mr. Beidoun.
Ms. Mitchell thanked the residents for their input. She noted smart growth is wanted for Auburn Hills and agrees to maintain
the integrity of the current neighborhoods. Downtowns are very high density areas, and with continued growth, traffic studies
will need to be conducted on how to move vehicles as well as pedestrian safely. She hopes the residents will continue to
come and speak about issues and concerns.
Mr. Hitchcock thanked the residents for attending the meeting and voicing their concerns, noting how well the process
works.
Ms. Shearer stated this is her neighborhood and her street, and though she has some reservations, she trusts the City will
take action if problems arise. She agrees with the other Commissioner that the City must be progressive and will vote to
approve the recommendation to City Council.
VOTE: Yes:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
No:
None
Motion Carried (8-0)
6. OLD BUSINESS
6a. Staff Update on the Age-Friendly Auburn Hills Program
Ms. Adcock introduced Maria Willet, an intern from Oakland University, who has reviewed all the Age Friendly material and
present the Age Friendly discussions information.
Ms. Willet proceeded to review the concept of the discussions, noting all participants had the opportunity to be heard. The
concerns of the community as it ages were listed at each of the seven meetings that were held. What was revealed is that
senior citizens should be able to live safely, to be healthy and to remain active in their community. The Age Friendly
Communities are in conjunction with AARP, who help to guide and assess the communities as they move forward in the
process of becoming Age Friendly. Of the eight domains of livability, there was particular focus on transportation, housing,
social participation, and respect and social inclusion. Some of the major points included: one-floor housing, having less
yard to maintain, sidewalk availability, adequate outdoor lighting, benches along pathways, congested driving conditions,
poorly marked streets, more/better public transportation, maintain mailing the Auburn Review to residents, intergenerational
events, and more events/classes at the Community Center.
There will be focus group meetings, with the first one Monday, which will include a video that will advertise the Age Friendly
Community in Auburn Hills. The information from these meetings will be combined with the information from other
discussions, meetings and the survey.
As a result of one of the discussions, magnets with important phone numbers has been ordered. Buses were available for
five of the concerts in the park and for two potlucks, however, no one signed up to use the buses. Another suggestion was
to have the Auburn Review available at each of senior housing units, which is being done.
Ms. Adcock stated a presentation will be made to City Council next month. Ms. Willet is also working on the web site,
creating an Age Friendly dashboard. The participants of the meetings will be contacted to let them know the meeting results
are available. The first draft of the survey results have been received and will be reviewed by the Committee. She will be
in Lansing for the Community for a Lifetime program, as part of a think tank with the other communities. In October, she
will be going to Washington D.C., to meet with other AARP Livable Community network partners.
Ms. Adcock explained she has had a few video conversations in which similar Age Friendly questions are asked about living
in Auburn Hills. The male populations has a different perspective and faces different challenges as they age, and because
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the number of men decreases significantly (eight females for every one male), these meetings are for men only, dealing
with their issues. Men have a tendency of not asking for help, so these meetings may help to identify some of those issues.
The meetings are videotaped and different portions will be put together to create one video.
Ms. Adcock stated there has been some discussion with the men that attend the luncheons. It’s mainly just been
conversations after lunch, nothing formal. During some of the programs at the Center, there have been some mini surveys
conducted.
7. NEW BUSINESS
7a. Authorize Commencement of the Master Land Use Plan Update
Mr. Cohen explained the City has a very unique Master Plan. In 2002 the Plan included the stipulation of density for the
residential zonings. Over the last 15 years, the City has done numerous neighborhood studies. He is proposing a special
Planning Commission meeting to discuss the Master Plan and amending the Plan to include editorial amendments such as
adding the West Auburn Road Planning Study and the updated Parks and Recreation Plan. From there move full-force into
the northeast corner neighborhood of the City. Some major changes that need discussing will include the widening of
Squirrel Road and the increased traffic, and the pressure of developers to build higher density residential projects in areas
that the current Master Plan calls for low density.
Mr. Cohen explained very few Planning Commissions are as active as this one and very few have won awards, and this
Planning Commission has won two awards for Planning Excellence at the State conference over the past five years.
Some of the projects tackled since the last Master Plan: River Walk Master Plan; West Auburn Road; electric vehicle project;
Age Friendly Community; and smaller projects such as the Alberta Road curb cut resolution.
Mr. Cohen suggested quickly reviewing all 14 sections and discuss the few recommended changes. The biggest change
will be in the northeast corner, and the Planning will likely take a year.
Mr. Cohen stated Laura Ochs is being appointed by the Mayor to the Planning Commission, with Council affirmation at the
September 22nd Council meeting.
Laura Ochs introduced herself, noting she is pleased to be a Member of the Planning Commission and is looking forward
to working with everyone.
Mr. Ouellette stated the Planning Commission generally meets once a month throughout the year; however, sometimes
there are special meetings called.
Mr. Cohen confirmed there will be special meetings with the Master Plan update.
Ms. Ochs questioned if she can, as a Planning Commissioner, participate in the decision making for her neighborhood.
Mr. Cohen explained to Ms. Ochs there may be some difficult decisions she’ll be making, but attending the training available
for Planning Commissioners will help.
Ms. Ochs asked if Squirrel Road and her northeast City neighborhood will be rezoned industrial or something that she may
not want to be part of.
Mr. Cohen explained the vision for Squirrel Road may bring increased density in the area of the churches, similar to the
zoning on the east side of Squirrel Road, such as attached units or condos. There have been reported contamination issues
with the Kensington Church site on Dutton Road, with some pressure to rezone to industrial land use, next to the RSC
soccer fields. Staff is looking to encourage new investment in The Dutton Corporate Center, by recommending to the City
Council and the Planning Commission a variety of industrial uses to be considered.
Moved by Pierce to authorize the Director of Community Development to commence the process of reviewing and
potentially amending the City’s master Land Use Plan by notifying neighboring municipalities, utilities, and other
interested parties of the Planning Commission’s intent to plan.
Seconded by Ms. Mitchell.
VOTE: Yes:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
No:
None
Motion Carried (8-0)
7b. Discussion of potential text amendment to the Zoning Ordinance related to LED Signs
Mr. Cohen explained the City has been approached by Baker College to allow for a taller sign with a larger LED screen than
what is currently allowed by ordinance. The proposed changes are:


Increase the sign height from six feet in a residential area and eight feet in a commercial area to eight and 12 feet
respectively.



Revise property line setbacks to equal the sign height, but no less than 10 feet.
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Increase the allowable LED board sign from 32 sq. ft. to 50 sq. ft., and all the LED board to be more than 50% of
the total sign area. (still under review)

 Reduce the message hold time from 90 seconds to 15 seconds.
Baker College would like to install a five foot LED board; the question what is an appropriate size. The College currently
has two signs, a monument sign in Auburn Hills and another sign in Pontiac. Baker College would like to change to a
changeable copy sign which exceeds the current ordinance. One consideration may be to allow a maximum of 50 sq. ft.
for an LED board sign. Currently, the automatic changeable copy portion of a sign shall not exceed 50% of the total sign
area.
If the Planning Commission wishes to proceed with a text amendment, a Special Land Use Permit for a new Baker College
sign could simultaneously be considered. However, if the text amendment is not approved then the new proposed sign
would not be allowed. If approved, this would allow Baker College to have the sign erected in November.
Mark Agnew, owner of the Agnew Sign Company explained this sign is very important to Baker College from a technological
and informational standpoint. The proposed sign has a 5 ft. by 10 ft. LED portion; Baker College has a specific amount of
money to spend on the sign and wishes to have the greatest amount of LED space available. A new LED product has just
come on the market, it is a 10 mm resolution, very similar to a flat screen television, and there are none in Michigan at this
time. Baker College was offered by the manufacturer, Watchfire Signs, a free upgrade with a savings of approximately
$80,000 and be the first 10 mm sign in Michigan or the region,.
Mr. Cohen agrees 50% for the static portion of a sign is not necessary, there should remain some static portion, but a lesser
amount.
Mr. Agnew noted the cost of an LED sign can be quite expensive and cost prohibitive for some businesses and
organizations; the average cost of an LED sign for a business is $30,000 to $40,000.
Responding to Mr. Ouellette, Mr. Cohen stated a billboard is 14 by 48 feet, 672 sq. ft., the largest sign being proposed is 50
sq. ft.
Mr. Pierce stated he likes the look of the sign that is one third and two thirds, but the 12 feet seems too tall.
Mr. Cohen explained the 12 foot height originated when the City was considering a new campus sign; if 12 feet is allowed
for a City sign, then others should have the same opportunity.
Mr. Agnew stated the current sign sits on an island between the entrance and exit drive. Though the rendering appears to
have a berm, using photo shop to illustrate the new sign, the berm is to hide the existing sign in the rendering.
Mr. Cohen stated the sign height is measured from the average grade of the land, the City does not allow a sign to be
erected on a berm.
Mr. Agnew explained Baker College wants the sign to be observed from Opdyke Road, there are a few trees that may be
removed. Continuing, he noted the resolution can be brighter as well with the 10 mm resolution. Watchfire has a built-in
time sensitive dimming unit; Watchfire is also more in tune with lighting ordinances.
Mr. Cohen assured Mr. Mendieta the City ordinances require there be photo sensors that change with the daylight/night
time light.
Mr. Mendieta asked if the signs are decreasing in price as the technology continues to increase.
Mr. Agnew stated the old signs decrease in cost, but with new technology, the old signs are not as desirable; the average
price of an older type of sign is still $20,000 to $30,000.
Continuing, Mr. Agnew stated Watchfire has been in business for a very long time, and is an industry leader. Watchfire
Signs don’t die immediately, the sign dims over time; at ten years there may be a 10% decrease in brightness. The sign’s
life expectancy is between 10 and 20 years.
Responding to Mr. Hitchcock, Mr. Agnew explained there isn’t anything comparable to this new sign, it is all new technology.
A 35 mm sign reads better from a distance, this 10 mm sign allows one to be very close and still able to read the sign, the
clarity is very good.
Mr. Hitchcock noted the intent is to have a new sign visible from Opdyke Road, and asked for reasoning for the change in
message hold time, reducing from 90 seconds to 15 seconds.
Mr. Agnew explained with traffic driving by at 45 mph, he suggests the message hold for 15 seconds; anything less than 15
seconds would be counterproductive.
Mr. Cohen stated he didn’t believe the sign would be seen from Opdyke Road, it is a considerable distance away. Baker
College wants the sign to be seen by the majority of traffic at I-75 and University Drive.
Mr. Pierce noted a rectangular sign is more aesthetically pleasing than a square sign and he doesn’t care for the 50/50
ratio.
Mr. Agnew agreed, the 50/50 ration isn’t something that is typically done, however, Baker College wanted the LED portion
of the sign to be the focal point, the information center.
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Mr. Cohen stated amending the message hold time of 90 seconds has been on the to-do list; in 2004 this was new
technology. On the freeway, 8 second holds are allowed in Auburn Hills. Looking into the hold time over the last several
months, the conservative hold time many communities are adopting is 15 seconds.
Mr. Agnew explained he has been trained in message hold times, and in his opinion, a message such a Baker College
message similar to ‘Orientation, August 27th’, would have a hold time of five to 10 seconds. The sign is programmable, and
different messages can be played at different times or different days of the week, for up to a year. He explained some
messages require more frames, so therefore, the first frame would hold for two or three seconds, followed by another frame
for the same amount of time, until the entire message is complete.
There was discussion on what portion of the sign should contain the static portion and what portion should be LED.
Mr. Cohen stated he would investigate further and bring a proposal to the Planning Commission for discussion.
Moved by Mr. Mendieta to authorize the Director of Community Development to draft amendments to Section 1811.
Signs, and schedule a publish hearing to review the potential revisions on October 30, 2014.
Seconded by Ms. Justice.
VOTE: Yes:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
No:
None
Motion Carried (8-0)
7c. Election for Vacant Position – Vice Chairperson
Mr. Hitchcock nominated Mr. Beidoun for Vice Chairperson, noting he has been on the Planning Commission for
several years and is a very active participant.
There were no other nominations.
Seconded by Mr. Mendieta.
VOTE: Yes:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
No:
None
Motion Carried (8-0)
8. COMMUNICATIONS
Mr. Cohen apologized for the lateness of the packet and thanked the Commissioners for their patience.
Mr. Cohen noted the Department is trying to keep the Developing Thoughts blog active, as well as contributing to the City’s
new blog, Inside Auburn Hills.
9. NEXT SCHEDULED MEETING
The next scheduled meeting, Thursday, October 30, 2014 at 7:00 p.m. in the City Council Chamber.
10. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 9:32 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Kathleen Novak
Records Retention Clerk
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“Not Yet Approved"
CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
TAX INCREMENT FINANCE AUTHORITY MEETING
September 29, 2014
CALL TO ORDER:

Chairman Hassett called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. This meeting occurred
in place of the originally scheduled meeting on September 9th that had no quorum.

ROLL CALL:

Present:
Absent:
Also Present:

Guests:

Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
Dolly, Dilland (excused), Molnar (excused)
TIFA Executive Director Tom Tanghe, Assistant City Manager Don
Grice, Finance Director Gary Barnes, Deputy Finance Director
Michelle Schulz, Director of DPW Ron Melchert, Jeff Herczeg,
Deputy Director of Infrastructure, Tim Juidici, OHM Engineer, John
Katers, OHM Engineer, Executive Assistant Karrie Marsh
None

LOCATION: Auburn Hills City Hall, Administrative Conference Room, 1827 North Squirrel Road, Auburn
Hills, Michigan 48326
PERSONS WISHING TO BE HEARD
Executive Director Tanghe announced that Council has decided that due to his appointment to the City
Manager position, and to ensure a level of checks and balances concerning the City’s financial decisions,
he will step down as the Executive Director of the TIFA Board. Assistant City Manager Don Grice will take
the position as of June 2015 or possibly sooner.
CORRESPONDENCE & PRESENTATIONS
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Moved by Mr. Goodhall to approve the August 12, 2014 minutes as submitted.
Supported by Ms. Price.
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried
FINANCIAL REPORT
Finance Director Gary Barnes presented the financial report for August 31, 2014, reviewing the activities for
this period, including the most recent revenues and expenses. That report included the following Total
Liabilities and Fund Balances and Available Cash:
TIFA 85-A
TIFA 85-B
TIFA 86-D

$ 28,290,512
$ 13,980,639
$ 26,919,179
$ 69,190,179

Available Cash (TIF-A) $ 1,474,095
Available Cash (TIF-B) $10,067,722
Available Cash (TIF-D) $ 2,982,018
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Moved by Mr. Goodhall to approve the Financial Report of August 31, 2014 as submitted.
Supported by Ms. Thornton.
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried

OLD BUSINESS
Mr. Tanghe presented a memo dated September 23, 2014 requesting approval from the Board for
additional Geotechnical Services for the Design-Build OHM Scope of Services, I-75/University Drive
Diverging Diamond Interchange Project.
MDOT had ordered additional geotechnical services beyond what was originally ordered in the preliminary
design scope. To keep the project moving ahead in a timely fashion due to the tight schedule, the work has
been completed to ensure that the design-build RFP could be advertised for a winter bid letting and a spring
2015 construction start. Additional work cost exceeded 10% of the original amount approved, and should
now be formally approved by the Board. The total amount being requested is $80,000.00 for the GeoTran
services and $8,500.00 for OHM services. There were no questions from the Board.
Moved by Ms. Price to approve the additional Geotechnical Services for Design-Build OHM Scope of
Services, I-75/University Drive Diverging Diamond Interchange Project, for a cost not to exceed
$88,500 with funding provided from TIFA Budget, TIF District B, account # 252-736-973.000UnivDrI75DDI, and further authorize the TIFA Executive Director to approve change orders as
necessary to bring about a successful conclusion to the required preliminary design function.
Supported by Ms. Thornton.
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried
Mr. Tanghe presented a memo dated September 24, 2014 requesting approval recommendation for
Featherstone Rd. Concrete Overlay and Water Main Replacement Project Modification to Full-Depth
Pavement. Mr. Melchert and Mr. Herczeg were in attendance to explain further and answers questions from
the Board.
Florence Cement is well-known as a concrete/roadway contractor and are prequalified by MDOT to perform
underground utility work. However, the water main work is taking longer than anticipated. Florence Cement
has proposed completing a full-depth removal and replacement of the concrete pavement along the
roadway. This increases the chance that the project will be completed this year. The overlay requires
multiple steps that must be done in sequence involving pavement preparation, which result in a longer
construction time to complete. Chairman Hassett commented that the Board would be spending more
money now to save money overall. Mr. Juidici stated that the life cycle cost and value are to be considered.
With Florence doing the full-depth pavement, additional value and road service value at a discounted price
will be received. Chairman Hassett asked if Florence Cement was confident that the project would be done
in 2014. Mr. Tanghe stated yes with the exception of the weather and that they could start immediately. Mr.
Herczeg agreed. There was discussion about the budget and where exactly the funds would come from.
The Finance Department would have an answer in the morning after reviewing a few options concerning
Act 51.
Although approval is being requested, if City Council does not approve, the funds needed may not be
utilized.
Moved by Ms. Price to authorize additional funding required for the Featherstone Concrete Overlay
and Water Main Replacement Full-Depth Repair Option. Funding is to be provided from TIFA B
Account # (252-736-973.000-14STP-FSTONE) in the not-to-exceed amount of $135,000.00; subject to
the determination that a full-depth repair option is approved by City Council, or up to $450,000.00 if
funding is not available from major or local roads.
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Supported by Mr. Goodhall.
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried
NEW BUSINESS
Mr. Tanghe presented a memo dated September 5, 2014 which regarding the approval of TIF District
Budgets A, B & D for 2015. These items were also reviewed in August and no significant changes have
been made since that time.
Mr. Barnes reviewed the 2015 Budget with the Board. Mr. Tanghe pointed out that there was a deficit in TIF
D and that was shifted to TIF B in the amount of $400,000.00 to cover the match for the DDI project. He
stated that incremental growth should occur in the near future. Residential growth is at 8% and commercial
growth is at 2.4%. TIF A begins increasing in a positive direction in 2017. Mr. Tanghe pointed out that
although the balances have been drawn down to make projects possible, the funds were there to do so.
There were no questions from the Board.
Moved by Mr. Gupta to approve the 2015 Budgets A, B & D as reviewed and submitted by the TIFA
Board of Directors. Furthermore, recommend to City Council the inclusion of these budgets in the
City’s overall budget document with the understanding that some minor adjustments may be made
by staff to that final inclusion.
Supported by Ms. Thornton
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried
BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS
Chairman Hassett asked Mr. Tanghe for an update on the status of the DDA, downtown projects, usage of
The DEN which has picked up, and the University Center that is being utilized more as well. Mr. Grice
added that as part of the orientation at the University Center, student are shown The DEN and that will
encourage use of the facility. The winter schedule is picking up. Mr. Tanghe stated that staffing issues will
need to be evaluated. Mr. Tanghe stated that there was $90 million worth of residential construction
beginning in 2015 in and around the Downtown. The City currently has six North American or World
Headquarters under construction. Chairman Hassett stated that high speed internet is a determining factor
in growth in areas and should be encouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEXT MEETING – The next regularly scheduled TIFA Board meeting is Tuesday,
October 14, 2014 at 4:00 p.m. at City Hall in the Administrative Conference Room.
ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Ms. Thornton to adjourn the meeting at 5:05 p.m.
Supported by Mr. Goodhall
Yes: Goodhall, Gupta, Hassett, Price and Thornton
No:
none
Motion carried
Respectfully submitted,

Steve Goodhall

Karrie Marsh

Secretary of the Board

Recording Secretary
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 8A.

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager; Doreen E. Olko, Director of Emergency Services

Submitted: October 2, 2014
Subject:

Motion – Accepting Ordinance 14-861 to Amend City Ordinance Chapter 10, Article III, Smoking
Lounges of the Auburn Hills City Code for a Public Hearing, Second Reading and Final Adoption

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
Smoking lounges are permitted by the State of Michigan Exemption Permit under the Dr. Ron L. Davis Act of
2009; MCL 333.12601, et. Seq., as amended. On November 18, 2013, the Council passed a licensing ordinance
regulating the number of smoke lounges that can be in the City, the hours of operation and other regulatory
issues. The ordinance currently requires each smoking lounge to close at 11:00 p.m. Exhale Hookah and Grizzly
Hookah have both completed their applications and received their license to operate. Fuego Hookah has
submitted an application and is waiting for some regulatory paperwork from the State of Michigan. The owners of
these smoking lounges have requested that the hours of operation be changed so that they can stay open until at
least 2:00 am. Police calls at the smoking lounges are listed below:
Grizzly Hookah 3039 E. Walton activity since January 1, 2014:
 1/26/14 12:53 AM: Suspicious vehicle called in by owner. Investigation revealed to be snow removal
crew.
 1/28/14 11:37 PM – Medical; man came in from outside requesting ambulance for unknown medical
reasons.
 7/8/14 12:18 AM – Burglar Alarm; owner set off alarm while leaving business for the evening.
Exhale Hookah Lounge 2723 University area activity since January 1, 2014:
 3/3/14 1:27 AM – Field Interrogation, subject with history of narcotics violations just sitting in parking lot.
 5/22/14 10:45 PM– Two teenagers found with marijuana in parking lot and cited.
 6/20/14 10:15 PM- Teenager and young adult male cited for possession of marijuana in car in parking lot.
7/19/14 10:31 PM- Teenager and young adult male cited for loitering after an investigation of odor of
marijuana in their car in parking lot.
Since the ordinance change there has been increased communication with the owners of Exhale who
have agreed to notify the Police Department of any special events items of note.
Fuego Hookah 3358 Auburn Road estimated opening date September 2014:
 8/29/2014 – The Building Department received a complaint that the night previous people were in the
business talking loudly and playing music most of the night. No further incidents after owners notified.
Regular compliance checks have been completed at each smoking lounge and no violations were found inside
the establishments. There were no complaints received from citizens about noise or other issues since January 1
of this year. Since the ordinance regulating the smoking lounges was enacted there has been a significant
reduction in the calls for service by the Police Department. Prior to the ordinance regulating hours for smoking
lounges the Police Department had received a complaint from a citizen about noise late at night from Exhale
Hookah.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends adoption of the amendment to require the lounges to be closed (2:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.)
for a probation period from October 8th, 2014 to October 7th, 2015 at 11:59 p.m. If there is an increase in
problems at these establishments then the closing times would revert back to 12:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. at
the end of the probationary year.
MOTION

Move to adopt Ordinance 14-861 to amend City Ordinance Chapter 10, Article III, Smoking
Lounges of the Auburn Hills City Code.

I CONCUR:
Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
ORDINANCE NO. 14-861
SMOKING LOUNGES ORDINANCE AMENDMENT
An Ordinance to amend Section 10-136 of Chapter 10 of the Auburn Hills Code of Ordinances, as amended, to
regulate the hours of operation for licensed smoking lounges.
THE CITY OF AUBURN HILLS ORDAINS:
Section 1
Section 10-136. Hours of Operation, of Chapter 10 of the City of Auburn Hills Code of Ordinances, as amended, is
hereby amended to read as follows:
Sec. 10-136. Hours of operation.
For the period from October 8, 2014 to 11:59 pm on October 7, 2015, businesses operating a licensed smoking
lounge shall be closed between the hours of 2am and 8am on any day and effective at 12am on October 8, 2015
and thereafter, businesses operating a licensed smoking lounge shall be closed between the hours of 12am and
8am on any day. Only employees and/or contractors shall be allowed to remain on the premises during the hours
that the licensed smoking lounge is required to be closed and they shall carry proof of employment.
Section 2. Repealer
All Ordinances or parts of Ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed only to the extent necessary to give
this Ordinance full force and effect.
Section 3. Severability.
If any section, clause or provision of this Ordinance shall be declared to be unconstitutional, void, illegal, or
ineffective by any Court of competent jurisdiction, such section, clause or provision declared to be
unconstitutional, void, or illegal shall thereby cease to be a part of this Ordinance, but the remainder of this
Ordinance shall stand and be in full force and effect.
Section 4. Savings.
The proceedings pending and all rights and liabilities existing, acquired, or incurred at the time this Ordinance
takes effect are saved and may be consummated according to the law when they were commenced.
Section 5. Effective Date.
The provisions of this Ordinance are hereby ordered to take effect upon publication in the manner prescribed by
the Charter of the City of Auburn Hills.
Section 6. Adoption.
This Ordinance is hereby declared to have been adopted by the City Council of the City of Auburn Hills at a meeting
thereof duly called and held on the ____ day of _________________, 2014, and ordered to be given publication in a
manner prescribed by the Charter of the City of Auburn Hills.
AYES:
NAYES:
ABSTENTIONS:
ABSENT:
STATE OF MICHIGAN )
COUNTY OF OAKLAND )

) ss.

I, the undersigned, the duly qualified Clerk for the City of Auburn Hills, Oakland County, Michigan, do hereby certify
that the foregoing is a true and complete copy of Ordinance No. _____ adopted by the Auburn Hills City Council on
the ____ day of ________________, 2014, the original of which is in my office.

__________________________________________________
Kevin R. McDaniel, Mayor

___________________________________
Terri Kowal, City Clerk
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To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Gary L. Barnes, Finance Director

AGENDA ITEM NO. 8B.

Submitted: October 1, 2014
Subject:

Motion: Prepay Oakland-Macomb Interceptor Drain (OMID) Segment 4 – REVISED
PREPAYMENT AMOUNT FOR SEGMENT 4 CONTRACT 5

ADDENDUM
At the August 25th City Council meeting, the Council approved a recommendation to make a prepayment of the City’s
pro-rata share of the OMID Segment 4 Contract 5 in the amount of $264,772. Subsequently, after the Water
Resource Commission received no bids on the first posting for Contract 5, a rebidding of the project was conducted
that resulted in three bids being received. However, due primarily to environmental concerns the accepted bid for
Contract 5 was $2.0 million higher than the expected total cost of $8.0 million.
The higher cost for Contract 5 has resulted in the necessity to revise the City’s pro-rata share of the Contract 5 bond
debt from $264,772 to $330,590. The estimated interest rate for the bonds to be issued continues to be
approximately 3.2% for 20 years.
For the reasons cited below in the original cover letter describing the prepayment option, staff still recommends that
the City prepay for OMID Segment 4 Contract 5 despite the $65,800 increase in the City’s pro-rata share of the debt
issuance.

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
Since 2010 the City has been assessed its pro-rata share of multiple segments/contracts of the OMID project. As
of December 31, 2013, the total outstanding long-term principal debt owed by the City for its share of the OMID
segments is as follows:
OMID 2010A
OMID 2010B
OMID 2011A
OMID 2013A

$ 793,912
$ 200,172
$1,036,225
$2,261,189

The City has recently received a letter from the Water Resources Commission advising the City that the OMID
District is currently advertising for bids for Segment 4, Contracts 5 and 6. The financing, design, construction and
administration of both contracts is estimated to be $18,000,000. Initially the District is planning on conducting a
public sale for Drain Bonds, Series 2014A in an amount not to exceed $8,000.000. The rate of interest for the
bonds is estimated to be approximately 3.2% for 20 years.
The City’s pro-rata share of the Series 2014A bonds is 3.3059% which amounts to principal debt of $264,472 with
interest estimated over the 20 year period of $96,879. The City has the option of prepaying its assessment for the
Series 2014A bonds. In order to prepay, the District must receive a certified copy of a resolution from the
municipality’s governing body attesting to the fact that the City would like to prepay their entire assessment. The
certified copy of the resolution must be given to the Water Resources Commission no later than September 2,
2014. Absent the resolution to prepay, the City will be included in the bond issue and their assessments and
related interest will be collected over 20 years. Once the City adopts the resolution, it cannot rescind the
decision. The prepayment of the entire assessment will be due on October 1, 2014. The prepay information in
this paragraph pertains only to Segment 4, Contract 5 with an $8,000,000 project cost.
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Subsequently, the District is planning on selling to the Michigan Finance Authority through a SAW Loan its Drain
Bonds, Series 2014B in an amount not to exceed $10,000,000. The anticipated date of the sale will be in
December of 2014. The SAW loan will provide a fixed interest rate of 2.5% of 20 years.
The factors supporting the prepay option for the Series 2014A bonds include the following:


Because the Bond Series 2014A involves a public sale, the interest rate will depend on prevailing
market conditions when the WRC goes to the market. The estimated interest rate of 3.2% could be
higher or lower when the bonds are sold.



The principal assessment to the City is relatively low inasmuch as the Water/Sewer fund had cash
reserves of over $19.0 million as shown on its 12/31/2013 audit statements.



The other factor supporting a prepay decision is the extremely low investment earnings rate that
the City is realizing on its excess reserves (currently less than 1.0%).

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends that the City prepay its pro-rata share of the OMID Bond Series 2014A Segment
4 Contract 5 in the amount of $330,590.
MOTION

Move to approve a resolution to prepay the OMID Bond Series 2014A Segment 4 Contract 5 in the
amount of $330,590 and to authorize the City Manager to satisfy the prepay filing requirements
set forth by the Water Resource Commission.

I CONCUR:
THOMAS A. TANGHE, CITY MANAGER
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AGENDA ITEM NO. 9A.

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager; Steven J. Cohen, Director of Community Development; and Shawn
Keenan, Assistant City Planner

Submitted:

October 1, 2014

Subject:

Primary Place - PUD
Motion – Approval of the combined PUD Step One – Qualification / Step Two – Site Plan and Tree Removal
Permit.

INTRODUCTION
This is a request to construct a residential development on an approximated 1.12 acre parcel of land located at the
southwest corner of Primary Street and Grey Road. The parcel is zoned D, Downtown district. The project is proposed to
be constructed on land currently owned by the City of Auburn Hills.
The proposed Planned Unit Development (PUD) will
consist of three, six-unit townhouse style
apartments. Each building will be three stories tall
and have a shingled peaked roof. Vehicle access to
the 12 driveways for the two six-unit buildings on the
west side of the property will connect to Primary
Road by way of a shared drive. The driveways for
the remaining six-units within the east building will
have direct access to Primary Road.

AUBURN SQUARE

This project was specifically recruited by the City to
offer additional housing opportunities for business
professionals. The proposed townhouses will be
developed as renter-occupied apartments.
Construction for this project is expected to begin this
year with completion anticipated to take place in
summer 2015. The overall investment is estimated
at $3 million.
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REVIEW PROCESS
The PUD process involves a two-step public review. The first step is a conceptual plan. This plan gives the applicant the
opportunity to present a proposal for preliminary feasibility. If the proposal is found to be acceptable by the City, then the
applicant proceeds to the second step, which includes the development of a site plan, tree removal permit, and attainment
of outside agency approvals. The applicant has met all requirements to obtain both Step One and Two approvals
simultaneously.
DEVELOPMENT HIGHLIGHTS
The proposed development incorporates many unique features that will have a dramatic and positive impact which will
further fulfill the City’s vision for a prosperous Downtown. The development meets the primary objectives of the
Downtown District to advance the pedestrian-oriented nature of the area by providing additional residential housing
opportunities. The architectural features of the townhouses will help generate more pedestrian traffic Downtown while
creating visual continuity with the residential properties to the east.
The development is intentionally designed to meet the City’s formal commitment to offer a variety of housing types
Downtown that are also low maintenance. Each of the three buildings will offer six residential units with two bedrooms, a
kitchen, dining room, living room, loft, and two car garage. The high quality finishes within each unit, should help attract
people of all ages to the buildings. The energy efficiency systems, indoor environmental quality products, and water
efficiency features that are planned for this building should provide residents with a healthy and more cost efficient living
environment.
This high quality development will help strengthen the character of the Downtown now and well into the future and help
provide a sense of place. Primary Place is located at the site of the old Amy/Auburn Heights Train Depot. In an effort to
honor the City’s past and recognize this location as the site where the depot once stood the plans include the construction
of a pavilion/rest shelter along the Clinton River Trail. This unique City amenity, to be located at southwest corner of
Primary Road and Grey Street, will help the City fulfill one of its goals contained in the Clinton River Trail Master Plan in
providing a shade shelter in this area along the trail.
Primary Place’s location adjacent to Clinton River Trail will benefit the residents of the development by offering quick and
easy access to trail, which is also linked to the City’s greater pathway network and Downtown parks. The close proximity
to the trail may encourage Primary Place residents to bike or walk to work, nearby businesses and/or parks.
To assist the City in its effort to prepare for alternate fuel vehicles, the developer has committed to prep all the units for
electric vehicle charging stations which will help assure future residents have the ability to easily equip their housing units
with an electric vehicle charger. This means each residential unit will be “Plug-In Electric Vehicle Ready”.

CLINTON RIVER TRAIL

Illustrated Site Plan
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KEY ISSUES
1. Deviation
A. Residential Development without Retail or Office Component
Residential units are permitted as a Special Land Use within the Downtown District when incorporated into a
mixed use building and when located above the first floor of the building (above the retail/office use). The
relatively small size and unusual shape of the parcel and the location of the utility right-of-way for the ITC
transmission lines along the property creates a challenge to develop the site with multiple uses. However, the
proposed residential development will provide the greater need for the City by increasing the residential density
and pedestrian traffic Downtown, which is necessary for the area to become more vibrant.
B. Building Height in the Downtown District
The maximum building height in the Downtown District is set at two stories or 30 feet. The proposed buildings are
three stories and approximately 34 feet - 8 inches tall. The current proposal seeks to maximize the visual and
economic impact in the Downtown District while being compatible in height and massing with other adjacent
developments, including the newly constructed four story Auburn Square apartments and City parking structure.
C. Building Front and Side Yard Setbacks in the Downtown District
The minimum and maximum front and side yard setbacks in the Downtown District is zero feet. The proposed
front yard setback is 17 feet (building 3). The greater setback is intended to provide a parking apron for the six
units in building 3. The proposed west side yard setback is 20.74 feet which provides room for landscaping and a
more appealing view for building occupants. The proposed east side yard is 49.68 feet due to the location of the
ITC ROW. The current proposal seeks to maximize the visual impact in the Downtown District while being
compatible with setbacks and landscaping with the adjacent building to the west and residential property to the
east.
D. Building Rear Yard Setback in the Downtown District
The minimum rear yard setback in the Downtown District is 25 feet. The proposed rear yard setback is 11.11 feet
(building 2). This measurement is taken from the building to the City owned property used for the Clinton River
Trail, which is intended to remain open space. If the City’s trail/open space is included as part of the setback, the
measurement from the building to the closest privately owned property is 27.43 feet. The current proposal will
provide adequate setback distances to the private property and building to the south.
E. Off-Street Parking Maneuvering Lane Width
The minimum width of a maneuvering lane for off-street parking with a 90 degree pattern is 24 feet. The
proposed maneuvering between building 1 and 2 is 23 feet wide. The proposed 23 foot wide maneuvering lane
should provide safe and adequate room for residents and visitors, due to the fact that the maneuvering lane
services a limited number of parking spaces for a use that does not generate a consistent stream of vehicle traffic.
The addition of landscaped islands between parking aprons also help provide adequate room for safe vehicle
maneuvering.
2. ITC Transmission Lines. A portion of a 100 foot wide ITC right-of-way (ROW) is located on and along the southern
portion of the proposed site, reducing the area where trees and buildings can be place. In order for ITC to meet the
new zero-outage mandate, ITC has implemented a vegetation management approach that limits the location and type
of vegetation allowed within their ROW. ITC prohibits the planting of trees in the area under and 10 feet outside the
wires. Vegetation outside the wire zone, but within the ROW would be limited to low growing shrubs and flowers.
Vegetation in areas adjacent to the ITC ROW would be limited to low growing shrubs and small trees (maximum
height of 12 feet at maturity).
3. Relocation of Existing City Trees. Currently there are 14 City trees located along the Clinton River Trail. Nine trees
will be relocated by the City to provide the needed space for the proposed development. The remaining five trees will
be relocated by the City, if deemed necessary by ITC.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Please be advised that this project has been reviewed by the City’s Administrative Site Plan Review Team
(consisting of the City Manager, Police Department, Fire Department, Community Development Department,
Department of Public Works, Engineering Consultant, and Woodlands Consultant) and has received a
recommendation for approval.
We recommend Conditional Approval of the PUD Step One - Concept Plan and find the project provides a recognizable
net public benefit to the health, safety, and welfare of the residents of the City and accomplishes the following:
1. Permits flexibility in the regulation of land development.
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2. Encourages innovation in land use and variety in design, layout, and type of structures constructed.
3. Achieves economy and efficiency in the use of land, natural resources, energy, and the provision of public services
and utilities.
4. Provides better housing opportunities particularly suited to the needs of the residents of the City.
5. Provides the City with a desired amenity. The developer has agreed to provide a pavilion/rest shelter along the
Clinton River Trail. The developer will work with City staff on the final design of the pavilion/rest shelter to assure it
conforms to the trail’s overall design theme.
We recommend Conditional Approval of the PUD Step Two - Site Plan and offer the following discretionary findings of
fact:
1. The Site Plan contains sufficient basic information required by the Zoning Ordinance for a recommendation.
2. The requirements of Section 1815, Items 7A-7E of the Zoning Ordinance can be met as follows:
a) All requirements and standards of the Zoning Ordinance, and other City Ordinances, can be met.
b) Safe, convenient vehicular and pedestrian ingress/egress has been depicted; primary access will be to Primary
Street by way of a shared drive and three double drives.
c) Traffic circulation features within the site avoid common traffic problems and can promote safety.
d) A satisfactory and harmonious relationship will exist between the proposed development and surrounding area.
e) The proposed use will not have an unreasonable, detrimental or injurious effect upon the natural characteristics of
the subject parcel, or the adjacent area.
3. Based upon the projects location in the Downtown zoning district off-street parking is not required. However, two car
garages are provided for each of the 18 residential units, plus room for additional vehicle in the apron in front of each
garage.
4. Building and parking setback requirements will be met.
5. Greenbelts will be provided.
6. Landscape requirements will be met and calculations have been submitted.
7. A note indicates that all lighting shall be shielded and directed downward and away from adjacent properties lighting
shall meet the requirements of Zoning Ordinance. Details shall be provided on Building Construction Plans.
8. A note indicates that signs shall meet the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance.
9. Ground mounted transformers and roof mounted mechanical equipment will be screened, per note on plan. Details
shall be provided on Building Construction Plans.
10. A Tree Removal Permit is required - 13 replacement trees are required and 25 replacement trees are proposed.
11. The developer has submitted a USGBC LEED checklist identifying a number of green/sustainable design elements
being incorporated into the development. At this time, the owner is not considering to pursue LEED certification.
12. The building’s Downtown location is a feature that complements the City’s Complete Streets initiative.
13. The “PUD Step Two - Final Site Plan” contains sufficient basic information required by the Zoning Ordinance for a
recommendation.
Conditions:
1.
Finalization of the Development Agreement.
2.
The developer shall finalize the final legal description upon final determination of land area that the City will retain
for the pathway.
3.
The developer has committed to prep all its housing units for electric vehicle charging stations.
4.
The developer shall obtain approval from ITC to assure the development meets its requirement to fulfill the federal
government’s zero-outage mandate. Any revisions made to the plans, to fulfill ITC’s zero-outage directive, shall be
reviewed and approved by the Community Development Department staff.
PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
Recommended Approval on September 18, 2014 (8-0 vote).
MOTION
“Move to accept the Planning Commission’s recommendation and approve the combined PUD Step One –
Qualification / Step Two – Site Plan and Tree Removal Permit for the Primary Place PUD, subject to staff and
consultants’ conditions.”

I CONCUR:
THOMAS A. TANGHE, ACTING CITY MANAGER

EXCERPT
Not Yet Approved

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
PLANNING COMMISSION

MINUTES
September 18, 2014
1. CALL TO ORDER: Chairperson Ouellette called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.
2. ROLL CALL: Present:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
Absent:
None
Also Present: Director of Community Development Cohen, City Manager Tanghe, Senior Director
Adcock
Guests:
12
LOCATION: City Council Chamber, 1827 N. Squirrel Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326
5. PETITIONERS
5a. Primary Place – PUD
Mr. Ouellette explained this is a Combined PUD, which is a two-step Planned Unit Development; Qualification, step one
and Site Plan & Tree Removal Permit, step two. Continuing, Mr. Ouellette explained because this is a Public Hearing, Mr.
Cohen, Community Development Director will present the project, the developer will offer any additional information, then
the Planning Commission will ask questions, and finally the discussion will be opened to the public. Once all questions are
answered, the Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the City Council for action. This item will be on the
October 6, 2014 City Council meeting.
Mr. Cohen noted his department received one letter from a resident dated September 15, 2014 and asked Secretary Justice
to read it for the record:
Dear Mr. Cohen,
I don't often write letters to members of the city government, but am compelled to do so regarding the pending
development on Primary St between Squirrel Rd and Grey Rd.
I have lived in my home on Grey Rd since 1982 and have seen many changes to the city, which most people see as
improvements. Unfortunately I do not share their opinion. I grew up in Ferndale, a suburb of Detroit. When I moved
to Auburn Hills I was ecstatic because I moved to 'the country". Little by little, my "country" has disappeared, making
way for industrial parks, automotive giants and mega malls. Once again, I know that to many this is progress, and I
have grinned and bared it for a very long time.
Not long ago I was dismayed to find an apartment building going up on Auburn Rd, with the back/side of it practically on
Grey Rd. Next to come is a new business development at Auburn Rd and Squirrel. I guess I can live with that because
that is part of the downtown business district. But now, in one of the small remaining green spaces nearest my home, I
understand that more townhomes will be popping up soon. I feel that the "suburban sprawl" is now practically in my
backyard.
A couple months ago I received a survey (from which city department I do not remember) which had pages of
questions regarding services needed by aging residents; did I plan to move, would I remain in Auburn Hills, etc. I
started completing the survey, but then realized I really do not want to stay in Auburn Hills. I love my home and all
of the work I've put into it in the last 30+ years, but I no longer like the area. If my job did not keep me here, I WOULD
move, and it would be out of Auburn Hills.
I will be unable to attend the meeting to be held on the 18th, but wanted my voice to be heard. If there is another
meeting to be held on this topic I would like to be notified.
I appreciate your attention.
Thank you,
Christine and Ronald Roddy
599 S. Grey Rd.
Mr. Cohen presented a PowerPoint presentation, noting the development is on the edge of downtown. It is surrounded by
Church’s Lumber to the south, as well as a printing business and strip mall to the west; to the north is student housing and
the parking garage. Light industrial zoning is to the south and the west of this property, and a residential neighborhood to
the east and to the south. This parcel is in the Downtown zoning district.
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The project is proposing 18 apartment units that resemble townhomes and will all have garages. This is a very difficult
parcel to work with, there are high transmission lines to the south and to the north are big DTE lines.
The units are just under 35 feet at the peak, the mid-point of how buildings are measured, with the highest tip of the roof at
41 feet.
David Steuer, Steuer & Associates, Inc., builder and developer, thanked the City team for being very helpful. His company
is a smaller scale builder and developer, who has won many awards for their projects. Being so small, they must carefully
choose where they build, and Auburn Hills was chosen as one of those sites. This site will be for rent housing.
The location is great, with shopping and plenty of outdoor activities, with close proximity to the Clinton River Trail.
The units have an attached two car garage, each has their own entrance, two and one-half bathrooms, two bedrooms, and
a loft area that could be used as a third bedroom.
Responding to Ms. Shearer, Mr. Steuer believed the rental rates will be in the neighborhood of $1,800 per month; utilities
are not included in the rent. The units are approximately 1,500 sq. ft., not including the garage level.
Ms. Mitchell asked for clarification of the perspective tenants as business professions.
Mr. Steuer explained the Chamber of Commerce conducted a study with the local businesses and about 20% were seeking
long-term corporate housing. With all the international companies in Auburn Hills, many companies bring employees in for
a number of years to work. This type of housing is similar to much of the housing in other countries.
Mr. Ouellette asked about the pavilion and seating area.
Mr. Steuer stated at the northeast corner of the site, at the corner of Grey and Primary, the land is quite narrow. A 10 foot
by 14 foot structure will be erected to simulate the old train depot; four posts with a roof and cement floor with a picnic table.
Lighting has been discussed, and solar lighting is being investigated. The roofing of the structure will match that of the
Primary Place apartment buildings.
Mr. Ouellette asked if the trail will be moved over a bit.
Mr. Cohen explained the City would like to retain ownership of the land the trail occupies, as opposed to an easement. The
trail will be redesigned and rerouted, with the City’s property line along the edge of the pathway and then head north.
Mr. Hitchcock asked if there may be any marketability concerns with the proximity of the buildings to each other.
Mr. Steuer explained there are two buildings parallel to each other, with the balconies on the back sides; these are more of
an urban style. He is comfortable with the space between buildings.
Mr. Beidoun asked if the trail is being moved to the right, then why not move the building to the right.
Mr. Cohen explained there is a 100 foot easement for ITC, the high transmission lines, so the edge of the building must be
outside of that easement. There is not an option of moving the easement because of the safety factor involved with such
powerful electric lines.
Mr. Ouellette noted these building look similar to the buildings in Forester Square.
Mr. Steuer explained his project is less dense than Forester Square and the buildings will have a lesser profile.
Mr. Ouellette opened the public hearing at 7:29 p.m.
Brian Aderholdt, 217 S. Grey Road, four houses from this proposed project, asked who will maintain the premises and will
sheds and similar outside buildings be allowed.
Mr. Ouellette explained the condo association will be responsible for maintaining the lawn as well as snow removal. Also,
there will not be any outside structures allowed, beyond what is on the site plan.
Mr. Aderholdt questioned where the snow will be piled and what the distance is from the road to the garage, the area is
quite small.
Mr. Steuer stated that had been taken into consideration, and there is ample space to pile the snow. The distance from the
road to the garage is 33 feet.
Mr. Aderholdt noted with the growth, including the 96 unit apartment building, and morning and evening school traffic,
Primary Street has become a thoroughfare with fast moving traffic.
Mr. Cohen stated Mr. Steuer will be building the pavilion and gifting it to the City, so the City will maintain the pavilion.
Mr. Aderholdt was pleased to hear the City will maintain the pavilion, noting what a good maintenance job the City currently
does.
Karen Wood, 85 S. Grey Road, asked if these building will be taller than the parking structure.
Mr. Cohen explained the midpoint of the roof will be a foot taller than the parking structure.
Ms. Wood stated building sizes are expected to decrease in size when entering a neighborhood, not increase in height.
She isn’t sure who will use the pavilion or the purpose of it; and asking if a gathering of people there a good thing or a bad
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thing. It seems the number of the buildings is excessive for such a small site. She also questioned the need for more rental
space; she understood this proposed project was going to be owner occupied.
There have been many changes over the years, and she is okay with that; however, there has also been an increase in
traffic in the neighborhood.
Sue Gore, 370 Slocum, she too, is concerned for the neighborhood. She isn’t concerned with the appearance of the
buildings, but their location, encroaching into her neighborhood. She recalls a neighborhood of homes that was demolished
to make way for Forester Square; a project that hasn’t been finished. She asked with all the Forester Square area that has
yet to be developed, why this project has to be constructed on such a small piece of land, and is yet again in another
neighborhood.
Mr. Ouellette stated Forester Square is in the process of building out and should be completed within the next two to three
years.
Paul McHugh, 242 Grey Road, is concerned with the safety of the children in the area and the traffic situation. The
additional traffic from the 96 unit apartment building, and an addition 18 units will certainly increase traffic on Grey Road.
There are no stop signs on Grey Road, and is curious if there will be additional police patrolling of the street. He is also
concerned with the trees that must be removed for the buildings.
Mr. Steuer stated there is a tree replacement plan that has been submitted to the City, which exceeds the requirements.
Mr. Cohen explained it is a tree-for-tree requirement, but Mr. Steuer will be planting two trees for every one removed; 25
trees as opposed to the required 13 trees. The City planted eight or so trees along the trail, which will be relocated to
another site. Mr. Cohen explained though there may be more than 13 trees currently on the site, the City has an ordinance
that regulates trees, and the regulated trees will be replaced. Many of the trees on the site are considered junk trees, as
determined by arborists, and do not require replacement.
Mr. McHugh asked the time frame of complete occupancy of the new construction, noting the current 96 unit building
appears to be 80% empty.
Mr. Tanghe explained with Forester Square, there were 48 single family lots the City acquired along with 6.3 acres, which
is planned to have 27 single family homes constructed; an additional 23 acres that will include 148 stacked flats and
townhouses; and 160 units of congregate care, independent living for seniors. Some of the infrastructure will begin this fall,
with construction beginning in the spring.
The 97 unit downtown apartment building, is 95% occupied. In July there were only six units vacant, and those were in the
process of being rented.
Mr. McHugh’s was curious if this new apartment building will increase or decrease the residential home values.
Mr. Ouellette noted the homeowners will do well.
Mr. McHugh’s also mentioned the construction of the retail/lofts project, noting downtown needs more businesses, but there
is a commercial building that has been vacant for a number of years.
Mr. Ouellette agreed with the frustration of vacant buildings. He explained Mr. Tanghe has been very involved in the
evolution of the downtown, and there will be a number of changes over the next few years.
Mr. Tanghe explained people must come before businesses; businesses will not come to the downtown with hopes of
people coming someday, the businesses wouldn’t be able to survive. The City’s focus is on residential density to support
what is currently downtown and what is yet to come.
The development at the southwest corner of Auburn and Squirrel Roads had a greater amount of retail space in the early
planning stages, but that has been pared down to 1700 sq. ft. of retail, 31 rental units were originally planned, the approved
plan has 45 units. The retail space size was reduced so there won’t be a lot of vacant store fronts.
The vacant two story building became a victim of the economy, but at one time was 80% to 85% occupied. The owner of
the building is an investor from New York, who purchased the building, sight unseen; Pepsi had occupied the building and
had a long-term lease. Pepsi moved out of the building, but because they had a lease, they had to continue paying the
rent. The owner had no reason to try to lease the building, because he was continuing to receive rent money from Pepsi.
That lease has since run out and as recently as this week, a lease has is currently be negotiated for the entire upper floor.
Mr. Tanghe stated it will be a professional office use.
Mr. McHugh asked what the future intentions are downtown, once all the building are occupied, both residential and
commercial. Will the development continue to expand further down the street?
Mr. Tanghe explained there are plans for future opportunities along Auburn Road and develop a larger downtown; there is
not any intent of going into the neighborhoods for expansion and becoming a larger city like Rochester. This is a very long
term process. Future development is focused on expanding north and east, the old Mound Steel and Superior Concrete,
which the City acquired. The City is seeking redevelopment opportunities, which will continue east and connect with a new
boulevard that will extend to Adams Road.
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Sheila Fleishans, 56 Rosetta Court, calculated approximately 322 cars will be generated through the downtown rental
units, and believes is too large of increase of vehicles for such a small area. All of the side roads in the neighborhoods will
be used to by-pass all the congestion on Auburn Road. She noted there is a large area of land near Forester Square that
could be developed and those vehicles would have easy access to the expressways and Adams Road. She asked what
will happen when the new apartments aren’t being occupied because of the price, will the rent drop until there are tenants.
With the additional people there will also be additional crime and more violence, she believes the downtown should remain
as is.
Tammy Williams, 106 Cherryland, she concurs with the traffic statements made by others, noting the street size will not
accommodate the additional traffic. She isn’t happy having two tall building on either side, she doesn’t believe there will be
many people willing to live under the power lines, the rent price is high, and the mature trees that will be removed will be
replaced with saplings.
Mr. Ouellette stated the trees will be two to three inch diameter replacement trees.
Ms. Williams doesn’t believe that is reasonable.
Mr. Cohen stated City ordinances must be and will be followed; including the required size replacement trees. The
evergreen trees will be eight feet tall and two and one-half inch diameter deciduous trees will be planted; the common
standard in the State.
Ms. Williams is concerned, noting the City has declared the site is odd, small and a difficult space, and yet a three or four
structures can be constructed on such a site.
Mr. Aderholdt noted all the promises made to the area residents when the parking garage and large apartment complex
was being discussed of all the retail space coming. As of now, the only new business is a hookah lounge; and the promise
of more retail is unfulfilled. He understands the high-end apartment space for professionals, and commended the City for
having so many great businesses in the City. He asked where the rental office will be for the units, assuming the office will
be off-site.
Mr. Steuer noted that is correct, the Farmington Hills location will handle the rental. With a total of 18 residences, there isn’t
a need to have an onsite manager. These will be more like private residences, no pool or clubhouse.
Mr. Aderholdt noted Grey Road used to go through, but was closed to keep traffic out of the residential area, but now, the
City is changing course and encouraging traffic back into the neighborhood.
Addressing Mr. Aderholdt’s concern, Mr. Tanghe reiterated, it is tough to attract retail because there is not enough
population density. Some of the proposed retail space has been used as office space, and probably will continue until a
time when retail space makes more sense.
Hearing no more comments, Mr. Ouellette closed the public hearing at 8:05 p.m.
Mr. Beidoun noted there was quite a bit of time spent holding town hall meetings and meeting with residents on how to
proceed developing downtown.
Mr. Cohen stated it is the goal of the City to maintain the core area and grow the residential out, heading eastward. There
was a study conducted a few years ago, helping to determine how to proceed with the downtown. With traffic counts being
very low, national retail businesses will not invest themselves downtown; there will be mom & pop type businesses and with
increased population density other retailers may choose to locate downtown.
Mr. Cohen agrees people will continue to shop at Great Lakes Crossing, Wal-Mart, Meijer, and Kroger. People like a sense
of belonging, a traditional downtown within walking distance of a coffee shop or an ice cream shop.
There are 50,000 people that work in the Squirrel Road corridor; 14,000 at Chrysler as well as students from Oakland
University and Oakland Community College that are looking for someplace to go to lunch. The hope is residents will sustain
the downtown businesses, but there will also be a great number of daytime users. This has been the vision for a downtown
for 30 years; it is a very slow process.
Moved by Mr. Pierce to recommend to City Council approval of combine PUD Step One – Qualification/Step Two –
Site Plan and Tree Removal Permit for the Primary Place PUD, subject to staff and consultants’ conditions.
Mr. Pierce is appreciative of the green building items that are anticipated for this project.
Supported by Mr. Beidoun.
Ms. Mitchell thanked the residents for their input. She noted smart growth is wanted for Auburn Hills and agrees to maintain
the integrity of the current neighborhoods. Downtowns are very high density areas, and with continued growth, traffic studies
will need to be conducted on how to move vehicles as well as pedestrian safely. She hopes the residents will continue to
come and speak about issues and concerns.
Mr. Hitchcock thanked the residents for attending the meeting and voicing their concerns, noting how well the process
works.
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Ms. Shearer stated this is her neighborhood and her street, and though she has some reservations, she trusts the City will
take action if problems arise. She agrees with the other Commissioner that the City must be progressive and will vote to
approve the recommendation to City Council.
VOTE: Yes:
Beidoun, Hitchcock, Justice, Mendieta, Mitchell, Ouellette, Pierce, Shearer
No:
None
Motion Carried (8-0)
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Sustainable Design Narrative
Primary Place Townhomes, Auburn Hills, MI
September 15, 2014

Primary Place, a three building, 18 townhome development, will be developed in accordance
to the design standards and construction practices identified within the LEED Green Building
family Rating Systems. Located on a 1.12 acre site on the southwest corner of Primary and
Grey Street on the south side of the Downtown area of Auburn Hills, the townhomes are
intended to attract residents seeking an urban experience in proximity of the job and lifestyle
centers offered within the City. The residences are intended to contribute to the active street
life present on Auburn and Squirrel Roads. The development will observe the Green Building
policy of the City of Auburn Hills and help support the mission of the U.S. Green Building
Council to transform the way buildings and communities are designed, built and operated,
enabling an environmentally and socially responsible, healthy, and prosperous environment
that improves the quality of life.
The following is a brief summary of some of the design and construction strategies that are
being implemented in the development of Primary Place.

Sustainable Site
All site work will control soil erosion and prevent waterway sedimentation.
The Townhomes are located within a half mile of 10 or more basic services and will help
support the surrounding local businesses.
Alternative transportation for residents is encouraged by proximity to the SMART bus route
and adjacent to the Clinton River trail. Each residence has an attached garage with room for
bicycles.
The open space along the Clinton River Trail will be restored and protected with new native
vegetation
Light pollution from exterior electric lighting will be reduced by use of and site placement to
minimize light trespass.
Water Efficiency
Drip style irrigation will be installed within planting beds throughout the site to reduce water
loss through evaporation.
Low flow plumbing fixtures will be installed throughout each residence to reduce potable
water use and excess sewer discharge

Energy & Atmosphere
The Townhomes will be commissioned to assure that all mechanized systems operate per the
intended design parameters.
The refrigerants utilized in the Townhomes cooling system will be specified based on the rated
impact on both the Global Warming Potential and Ozone Depletion criteria.
Materials & Resources
Building materials and assemblies that incorporate a high percentage of recycled content will
be favored.
Building materials and assemblies that are extracted, manufactured and/or assembled within
500 miles of the Townhomes will be favored in order to help support the Michigan economy
and reduce travel emissions and road wear and tear.
Indoor Environmental Quality
The Townhomes will be designed to meet minimum ventilation requirements
Low emitting materials will be specified that reduce or eliminate noxious or harmful
emissions from adhesives, sealants, paints, and coatings, flooring systems, and composite
wood.
The Townhomes will provide ample daylight and offer direct views to the exterior for all
Innovation & Design
The design and location of the Primary Place Townhomes encourages healthy lifestyles
through physical activities, such as walking & running, biking, snow shoeing, and cross
country skiing on the adjacent Clinton River Trail, and convenient street front orientation for
easy access to other nearby destinations with the intention the residents will choose other
means over automobile more often.

PRIMARY PLACE PUD
CITY OF AUBURN HILLS, OAKLAND COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
This Development Agreement (this "Agreement") between Primary Place, LLC, a Michigan
Limited Liability Company ("Developer"), and the CITY OF AUBURN HILLS, a Michigan municipal
corporation ("City"), to confirm certain obligations relating to development and use of an
approximately 1.12 acre (+/-) parcel located in the City of Auburn Hills and more particularly described
on the attached Exhibit "A" hereto (the "Property").
BACKGROUND
1.

The Developer is the proprietor of the Property proposed for the Planned Unit Development
(“PUD”)

2.

The Developer applied to the City for approvals of a PUD on the Property as shown on the
plan drawings for PUD Step One and Step Two Approval dated ___________. The land uses
permitted for the property will be for three, six unit townhome buildings.

3.

On _____________, 2014, the City Council granted Step One and Two PUD Approval, for the
development pursuant to the information submitted, in accordance with Section 1830, Item 7
of the City of Auburn Hills Zoning Ordinance.

4.

It is the purpose of this Agreement to confirm the rights and obligations of the Developer with
respect to the Development and the Property.

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration given, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged by the parties, it is agreed as follows:
1.

The Property shall be developed in accordance with the Step One and Two Approvals and in
accordance with the City approved Site Plan, this Agreement, tree removal permit, City
approved grading, utility and engineering plans, City Ordinances in effect on the date of this
Agreement including, but not limited to, the Auburn Hills Zoning Ordinance to the extent said
ordinances are not in conflict with the City PUD approvals, City approved Site Plan and this
Agreement and all other applicable laws, regulations, requirements and ordinances
(collectively referred to as the “Approval Requirements”).

2.

The Developer acknowledges that this development is responsible for “replacement trees” in
accordance with a tree removal permit granted. The Developer acknowledges that all of the
required replacement trees will be installed as a part of the landscape plans for the individual
site development projects. The replacement trees shall meet the specific size requirements of
the City of Auburn Hills Woodlands Preservation Ordinance.

3.

The Developer shall be obligated, at its own cost, to design, completely construct, and finance
in accordance with the Approval Requirements the completion of all improvements on the City
approved Site Plan. Financial assurances/guarantees shall be in the form and in the amounts
required by the City’s ordinances, or in the form and amounts satisfactory to the City, at its
reasonable discretion.

4.

The Developer may change the name of the Development without the need to obtain approval
from the City, but shall notify the City in writing upon making any such change.

5.

The Developer may modify the approved site plan for specific phases, as follows:
a.

To comply with the requirements of the Oakland County Water Resources Commission
(OCWRC), or any other agency of the State of Michigan or Oakland County having
approval authority with respect to development of the Property; or

b.

The Community Development Department may approve modifications to the Site Plan
that do not (i) materially change the parking layout; or (ii) materially increase the total
square footage and/or density of the proposed buildings. Modifications proposed by
the Developer pursuant to this paragraph shall be consistent with the approved Site
Plan and shall not adversely affect the character of quality of the Development; or

c.

Modifications to the approved Site Plan that the Community Development Department
deems to be material shall be reviewed for approval by the City Council pursuant to
Step Two approval procedures in the PUD provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.

6.

A foundation permit shall be available for each building upon approval of the mass grading to
serve the building site. Building permits for each building shall be issued to allow for
concurrent construction with water mains, sanitary sewer lines and other required utilities and
roads for each phase provided that financial guarantees are in place as defined in item 3
above.

7.

The Developer has negotiated with the City the terms of this Development Agreement, and
such documentation represents the product of the joint effort and agreement of the Developer
and the City. The Developer fully accepts and agrees to the final terms, conditions,
requirements and obligations of this Development Agreement. The Developer understands
that this Agreement is authorized by applicable local, state and federal laws, ordinances and
constitutions, and the City shall be entitled to injunctive relief to prohibit any actions by the
Developer that are inconsistent with the terms and provisions of the Agreement.

8.

The Developer’s rights to develop the Property as provided for in this Agreement are fully
vested on the City’s execution of the Agreement. Plans in conformity with the Agreement and
approval requirements shall be approved. The Development Agreement shall run with the
land constituting the Property, and shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Developer and the City, and their respective heirs, successors, assigns and transferees, and
immediately upon execution of the Development Agreement by all parties, a memorandum of
the Agreement, or the Agreement itself, shall be recorded with the Oakland County Register of
Deeds. This Development Agreement shall be interpreted and construed in accordance with
Michigan law, and shall be subject to enforcement only in Michigan courts. The parties
understand and agree that this Development Agreement is consistent with intent and
provisions of the Michigan and U.S. Constitutions and all applicable law.

9.

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties, and may not be
modified, amended or terminated except in writing executed by the parties.

THIS AGREEMENT is executed by the respective parties on the date specified with the
notarization with their names, and shall take effect on the City’s Approval of the Site Plan for Primary
Place Townhomes.
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Primary Place, L.L.C., A Michigan Limited Liability Company
By:
David Steuer, Manager

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS,
a Michigan Municipal Corporation
By:
Kevin McDaniel
Mayor
and
By:
Terri Kowal
City Clerk

STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF OAKLAND

)
) ss
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of _________, 2014, by
______________________ of Primary Place, L.L.C., on behalf of said company.
Notary Public
, County, Michigan
My commission expires:________________________

STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF OAKLAND

)
) ss
)

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ day of _________, 2014 by
Kevin McDaniel, as Mayor, and Terri Kowal, as City Clerk, on behalf of the City of Auburn Hills, a
Michigan municipal corporation, on behalf of the corporation.
Notary Public
, County, Michigan
My commission expires:________________________
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CHECK LIST
PROJECT NAME

Primary Place
(Check all that apply)

SITE PLAN
SPECIAL LAND USE



TREE REMOVAL PERMIT
REZONING



PUD

The following items have not been included in your packet of information since they are
either common non-controversial items or the recommendations have been noted in the
project’s cover letter. However, if you wish to see a copy they are on file in the
Community Development Department.
(Check all that apply)






Public Notice
Police Department Approval Letter
Woodlands Consultant Approval Letter
Citizen’s Participation Letter and Report (The developer received one response
from someone who wanted to be put on a contact list to live at the property)

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

AGENDA ITEM NO. 9B.

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager; Ronald J. Melchert, Director of Public Works

Submitted: October 1, 2014
Subject:

Motion to Approve: Parkways Boulevard Construction Bid

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
The Parkways Boulevard will be a new construction road project with all the associated public utilities and
amenities that one would encounter along the typical Auburn Hills community road network. However, the scope
of work included in this bid proposal does not include street lighting, irrigation or tree planting. These amenities
will be included into the overall project under separate contracts where staff believes we can take advantage of
lower pricing, instead of paying a subcontractor under this paving contract. The proposed road will be located at a
point along Adams Road, north of Auburn Road, and travel west to eventually meet with N. Squirrel Road at or
near the existing traffic circle north of the downtown district. The bid proposal under consideration today to initiate
the new road construction, will begin at Adams Road and end at approximately the southeast corner of the
College Heights mobile home park, between Forester Square and the Clinton River Trail.
DiPonio Contracting, Inc. submitted the low bid in the amount of $1,200,345.50 based on unit pricing for this
project. Out of six companies that submitted bids, below are the 3 lowest bids for comparison. The highest 3 bids
ranged from $1.6 million to $1.9 million.
Contractor

Amount

DiPonio Contracting, Inc.

$1,200,345.50

Pamar Enterprises, Inc.

$1,384,950.16

F.D.M. Contracting, Inc.

$1,424,911.25

The planned schedule for construction includes underground utilities and mass grading work to be completed this
year, and road paving beginning in spring of 2015. This will allow time for the mass grading/embankment to
stabilize before building the road. Since there are areas of significant fill that the road will be built on, it will be
better to allow these areas time to settle over the winter before placing curb or pavement over them. Any
unstable areas would be identified & addressed in the spring prior to paving. The anticipated construction
schedule is: start construction in October, perform utility and mass grading construction October – December,
place roadway aggregate, curbing, and leveling course pavement May – June with the roadway open by June 15,
2015, add sidewalks, driveways, and landscaping by late summer 2015, construct the wearing course of hot mix
asphalt (HMA) September – October 2015 to complete the project. Attached is OHM’s recommendation for your
review.
Also, for consideration is the OHM Scope of Construction Services (attached) which will provide necessary
construction engineering and inspection, construction survey layout, and contract administration for the project.
The proposed compensation for OHM services is $129,500 with materials testing estimated at $12,500.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
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As City Council is aware, there is an agreement in place (between the Moceri Companies and the City of Auburn
Hills) that requires the City to construct the Parkways Boulevard, and have it open by July 2015 to allow a travel
route to construct the new housing development proposed by Moceri Companies. This will be accomplished with
the aforementioned construction schedule. Therefore, staff recommends approval of the bid as submitted by
DiPonio Contracting, Inc. for construction of the Parkways Boulevard project where there is adequate funding in the
2014 Street Improvement Fund Budget.
MOTION

Move to approve the bid submitted by DiPonio Contracting, Inc., 51173 Simone Industrial Dr.,
Shelby Twp., MI 48316, in the amount of $1,200,345.50, for the construction of the Parkways
Boulevard to be funded from the Street Improvement Fund, 101-446-973.203PARKWAYSBLVD,
and approve OHM’s Scope of Construction Services for an amount not to exceed $129,500 with
materials testing estimated at $12,500, and further authorize the City Manager to approve change
orders necessary to bring about a successful conclusion to the project.

I CONCUR:
THOMAS A. TANGHE, CITY MANAGER

September 30, 2014
City of Auburn Hills
1500 Brown Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
Attention:

Mr. Ronald Melchert
Director of Public Works

Regarding:

Parkways Boulevard
Scope of Construction Services

Dear Mr. Melchert:
Outlined below is a Scope of Work for construction services to be provided by OHM Advisors for the
above referenced project.
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
It is our understanding that the City of Auburn Hills plans to move forward with the construction phase
of the Parkways Boulevard project for which bids will be received on Friday, September 26, 2014. The
proposed project consists of construction of a new roadway and associated public utilities west of Adams
Road, between the Forester Square development and the Clinton River Trail. The work to be done
includes the furnishing of all materials, equipment, and labor necessary to complete the earthwork,
grading, water main, storm sewer, HMA pavement, concrete pavement, curb/gutter, sidewalk, and
restoration.
SCOPE OF SERVICE
Construction Engineering / Observation
Under this task the project team will observe the construction efforts on the project and assist with any
necessary field changes to successfully complete the work. Specific work efforts include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide daily observation of work. Full-time inspection will be provided for all earthwork,
utilities, pavement, sidewalk, and restoration.
Produce daily field reports documenting construction activities and pay item quantities.
Prepare and provide the Contractor with a list of required submittals and review shop drawings,
construction schedules, materials certifications, and other submittals.
Address Contractor’s construction concerns and resolve conflicts with the executed contract
specifications.
Attend to Resident and Property Owner concerns throughout the project.
Review Contractor’s progress on the project to ensure that the work is in compliance with the
proposed schedule.

Parkways Boulevard
September 30, 2014
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Contract Administration
Under this task, the project team will complete services necessary to administer the contract. Specific
work efforts include:
•
•
•
•
•

Coordination with the Contractor and City to execute the contract documents.
Arrange and attend one (1) pre-construction meeting prior to the start of the project.
Provide two (2) signed copies of the contract documents to the City, one (1) to the Clerk’s office
and one (1) to the DPW.
Prepare monthly construction pay estimates and process contract change orders (if required).
Request and collect contractor’s declaration, contractor’s affidavit, waivers from major suppliers
and subcontractors, release of surety, and release from other public agencies for which permits
have been obtained under this contract.

Construction Survey Layout
This task will involve performing construction staking for the proposed work. Specific work efforts
include:
•
•

Establish on-site survey control to be utilized during the construction of the project.
Provide required construction staking for line and elevation of contract items including water
main, storm sewer, and roadway construction. Off-set stake locations will be coordinated with
the Contractor. We have included effort required to provide one complete set of off-set stakes
for the contract items indicated. Re-staking of items due to stakes being displaced or damaged by
the Contractor will be provided for an additional hourly fee.

SCHEDULE
Based on the Council meeting schedule, we anticipate that the project award would be approved at the
October 6th Council meeting and construction on the project would begin in late October. The project is
expected to be completed by June 2015.
COMPENSATION
The services outlined above will be performed on a time-and-materials basis for the not-to-exceed
amount of one hundred forty thousand dollars ($140,000.00). This amount is based on the assumptions
listed below. The City will be invoiced for services on a monthly basis. The estimated budget
breakdown is as follows:
Construction Engineering/Observation
Contract Administration
Construction Survey Layout
Construction Services Total
Materials Testing Services (TEC)

$ 98,500
$ 25,000
$ 16,500
$140,000
$ 12,500

Parkways Boulevard
September 30, 2014
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FURTHER CLARIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The above-listed scope of services was prepared with the following assumptions.
• The City will be responsible for all permit fees.
• Materials testing will be provided by Testing Engineers and Consultants under a separate contract
and is not included in this scope of construction services. An estimated amount for this service
has been provided above for your information.
Should you find this agreement acceptable, please execute both copies and return one copy to us for our
files. We look forward to providing professional services on this project. If you have any questions,
please contact us.
Sincerely,
OHM Advisors
__________________________________
Timothy J. Juidici, P.E.
cc:

Jeff Herczeg, Deputy Director of Public Works
File

City of Auburn Hills
Parkways Boulevard
Construction Services
Accepted By:
Printed Name:
Title:
Date:

September 29, 2014
Thomas Tanghe
City Manager
CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
1827 N. Squirrel Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
RE:

Parkways Boulevard
Letter of Recommendation

Dear Mr. Tanghe:
On September 26, 2014 at 10:00 am, a total of six bids were received for the above referenced project. The three lowest
bidders are as follows:
Contractor

Amount

DiPonio Contracting, Inc.

$1,200,345.50

Pamar Enterprises, Inc.

$1,384,950.16

F.D.M. Contracting, Inc.

$1,424,911.25

The project scope consists of construction of a new roadway and associated public utilities west of Adams Road,
between the Forester Square development and the Clinton River Trail. The work to be done under this Contract
includes the furnishing of all materials, equipment, and labor necessary to complete the earthwork, grading, water main,
storm sewer, HMA pavement, concrete pavement, curb/gutter, sidewalk, and restoration in accordance with the
specifications.
DiPonio Contracting, Inc. out of Shelby Township, Michigan is the low bidder for this project. They have over 30 years
of experience in similar construction and have completed numerous projects within the City limits for the City and for
developers. Based on our findings, we recommend award of this contract to them in the amount of $1,200,345.50, per
the unit prices bid for the project.
Digital files of this letter and a bid tabulation have been emailed to your office. If you have any questions or require
additional information, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,
OHM Advisors
___________________
Timothy J. Juidici, P.E.
cc:

____

Ron Melchert, Director of Public Works
Terri Kowal, City Clerk
Jeff Herczeg, Deputy Director of Public Works
File

DRAWING PATH:

WWW.OHM-ADVISORS.COM

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

AGENDA ITEM NO. 9C.
FINANCE DEPARTMENT

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager; Gary L. Barnes, Finance Director; Michelle A. Schulz, Deputy
Finance Director

Submitted: October 2, 2014
Subject:

Public hearing and Motion – Adopt 2015 Budget and Millage Rates

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

The City’s proposed 2015 fiscal year budget is attached for your review. The enclosed budget includes the
planned revenues, operating expenses, and capital outlays for each fund. In addition, the budget includes the
planned tax millage for the 2014 tax year which provides tax revenues to support the 2015 Budget.
Fiscal year 2015 Budget Overview
Tax Millage
The proposed millage of 9.8561 (10.5602 including the Library’s dedicated millage of .7041) is the same as the
prior year and has remained the same for the ninth consecutive year. The City’s total millage has declined or
remained the same for the past twenty years. The City’s and the Library’s millage rates and the resulting tax
revenues collected are used entirely to support the operations of the City and Library as there are no
outstanding debt millages for either entity.
Revenues
The City’s total revenue for the 2015 budget is $52.5 million. After excluding interfund revenue sources, the
City’s 2015 budgeted net revenues are $45.7 million which is approximately $3.8 million or 7.7% lower than the
projected 2014 net revenues of $49.5 million. The decrease in the 2015 revenues is attributable to a one time
land sale in 2014 for $2.1 million which increased last year’s revenue. Also, the 2015 budget expects $1.9
million less grant funding than 2014 due to the completion of the Featherstone and University road
reconstruction projects as well as the first year of the Storm Water Asset Management project. These three
2014 projects are supported by $3.6 million in grant revenues compared to the $1.8 million in anticipated 2015
grant revenue for continuation of the Storm Water Asset Management project and the beginning of a North
Squirrel Road project.
Property tax revenues, which represent 40% of the City’s total net revenues, will increase by $291,000 or 1.6%
from 2014 projections. The 2014 property tax values are expected to be .79% lower than the prior tax year.
The City’s reliance on tax revenues is more evident if its 2015 budgeted tax revenues of $18.2 million are
compared to its net operating revenues of $25.7 million which exclude additional revenues from non-recurring
grants ($2 million) and proprietary funds ($18.1 million). The City’s operating tax revenues represent 71% of
the City’s net revenues after excluding the above noted non-recurring grants and the proprietary funds
revenues.
The City continues to assume an annual 5.0% water and sewer rate increase, implemented on January 1 each
year, to offset a portion of the anticipated cost increases passed along to the City for water purchases and
sewer treatment services. Because the Water and Sewer fund balance was restored several years ago, the
City was able to limit its water and sewer rate increases to only 5% in both 2013 and 2014. In 2015, the City
plans an additional water and sewer rate increase of 3% in July 2015 to pass on anticipated cost increases.
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The assessment was made due to the necessary infrastructure improvements with a net cost of $11 million
during the 2014-2016 fiscal years. This 2015 rate increase will ensure the fund balance remains stable and
sufficient to offset the impact of future cost increases and debt obligations allocated to the City. The City will
continue to reassess the rate increase each year to maintain a sustainable fund balance capable of allowing
the City to continue investing in major infrastructure projects without incurring additional debt. The 2015
service charge revenues for the Water and Sewer fund are anticipated to be $14.0 million which will be
$900,000 higher than the projected amount for 2014. The fund balance will decrease $1.6 million in 2015 due
to several major capital projects from 2014 and continuing through 2016. The fund balance is projected to
decrease an additional $1 million in 2016 before beginning to rise again.
Expenses
The 2015 total expense budget of $60.5 million is $1.6 million lower than the 2014 projected expenses. This
decline is attributable to a decrease in inter-fund and transfer expenditures of $800,000, which is partially a
result of a rate reduction in internal Fleet equipment rental charges, and a reduction of almost $300,000 in
capital spending. The remaining decline in operating expense is attributable to Brown Road debt ($738,500 in
2014) being paid in full.
The 2015 capital project budget of $13.884 million includes $4.7 million in street improvements for North
Squirrel Road, Parkways Boulevard, and Paldan Road. Further, $3.5 million in infrastructure improvements
are planned from the Water and Sewer fund including a $1.3 million dollar expenditure in the Bloomfield
Orchards subdivision, a water connection project estimated at $750,000 to address pressure concerns, and $1
million in Sewer projects. TIFA B and TIFA D will share in a $3.1 million dollar expense in 2015 for the
University Drive Bridge including a Diverging Diamond Interchange for access on and off the I-75 interstate.
The Fleet fund has plans for $1.5 million in equipment and vehicle purchases to replace an aging fleet.
Fund Balances
The 2015 fund balances in the governmental funds are budgeted to decline from $21.9 million to $18.6 million
or almost $3.3 million when compared to the 2014 projections. Compared to the 2014 budget, however, the
decline in 2015 is approximately $400,000. The 2014 projections include a $2.1 million one-time land sale.
The city was also able to secure additional grant revenue in 2014 which exceeds the 2015 projection by $1
million. Expenditures in 2015, however, exceed 2014 projections by $3.2 million directly due to a net capital
investment in street improvements of $3.1 million.
The component unit funds, composed of the TIFAs and Brownfield Authority, are budgeted to have a combined
cash fund balance decline of approximately $2.2 million. The decrease is due to the University Bridge project
capital investment as previously described in TIFA B and TIFA D.
The proprietary funds consisting of the Water/Sewer fund and the Fieldstone Golf fund are expected to have
cash fund balances that decline by $1.7 million in 2015. The Water/Sewer fund is projected to decrease by
$1.6 million while the Fieldstone Golf fund will decrease by $186,000. The Water/Sewer fund’s decrease is
attributable to a higher level of capital projects scheduled for 2015. The Golf fund debt obligations will continue
to depend on the General Fund transfers, ($675,000 in 2014 and $650,000 in 2015) to maintain its fund
balance at a consistent level. In 2017, the debt obligations will be paid in full and the fund will no longer
require General Fund assistance.
Conclusion
While tax revenues continue to recover, the City’s financial stability remains strong due to the City’s recognized
effort in securing other financial resources such as grants while conserving it resources by controlling daily
operation costs including wages and benefits. In 2015, wages and benefits are projected with an assumption
of full staffing to increase 2.5% over 2014 projections. Compared to the 2014 budget, wages and benefits will
decline 2.9% due to all employees contributing to the cost of their healthcare as well as decreases in pension
funding. The increases in expenditures for 2015 reflect a deliberate decision to respond to necessary
infrastructure needs that have a high priority. The 2015 budget maintains the City’s financial health and allows
for investment in the City’s continued growth. After excluding amounts budgeted for capital projects and
transfers, the City’s net operating costs are expected to decrease by $484,000 or 1.19%.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends acceptance of the 2015 Budget as submitted for the City of Auburn Hills and
the Library. The staff also recommends approval of the proposed millages for the City and the Library
for the 2014 tax year which will be maintained at the same level as the prior year.
MOTION

Move to accept and adopt the proposed 2015 budget for the City and to approve the proposed millages
for the City and Library for the 2014 tax year.

I CONCUR:
THOMAS A TANGHE, CITY MANAGER

CITY OF AUBURN HILLS
CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
M E E T I N G D A T E : O C T O B E R 6, 2014

AGENDA ITEM NO. 9D.

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Thomas A. Tanghe, City Manager and Dan Brisson, Manager of Fleet and Roads.

Submitted: October 1, 2014
Subject:

Replacement Pickup Truck.

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
On September 2nd, a City DPW pickup truck was involved in a traffic crash on Brown Road. While both vehicles involved
were significantly damaged, fortunately no one was hurt. The City employee was not at fault. The primary impact to the
City’s 2008 Ford F350 was at the right front wheel and repairs are estimated at $8,600.00 that includes replacing the truck
frame with a used frame assembly. The estimate remains “open” as other front end components may need replacement
that are undetectable until the truck undergoes repair. Frame replacement involves removing the pickup box, cab,
drivetrain, axles, suspension, and many other components to transfer to the replacement frame.
Another accident occurred earlier this summer involving another 2008 F350 where the frame also required replacement.
This was a single vehicle accident on City property. During this replacement, numerous problems surfaced and post
repair problems added significantly to the initial estimated repair cost. Based on recent “lessons learned” from the first
frame replacement, the Fleet Division did a financial comparison of repair versus replacement costs.
The option to repair the damaged F350 will likely cost $ 11,000.00 with incidentals. There is concern about long-term
reliability, especially related to electrical components when a six year old snowplow truck is disassembled and
reassembled on a replacement frame. The vehicle is beginning to show rust on the rocker panels and doors. The blue
book value of the truck is $ 12,450.00.
A replacement truck has been quoted and is available using the MI-DEAL program at a cost of $ 32,054.70 including the
snow plow. The DPW expects to collect $ 1,000.00 from the at-fault driver’s insurance company by filing a mini-tort claim.
The damaged truck will be sold on MITN and we expect to receive an estimated $ 6,000.00 for sale of the vehicle.
Considering the mini-tort claim and sale of the damaged truck, net cost for the replacement truck is estimated at
$ 25,000.00.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Based on long-term reliability concerns and the cost difference to replace versus repair of a six year old plow truck, the
Fleet Division recommends purchasing a new pickup truck with plow. Quotation from Bill Snethkamp Lansing Dodge is
attached for Council’s review. There is adequate funds available in the Fleet budget to replace the damaged vehicle.

MOTION

Move to approve the purchase of a 2015 Ram 2500 Pickup with Snow Plow from Bill Snethkamp
Lansing Dodge, Inc., 6131 S. Pennsylvania, Ave., Lansing, Michigan 48911 for $32,054.70. Funding is
provided from the Fleet Machinery & Equipment account (661-442-977.000).

I CONCUR:
THOMAS A. TANGHE, CITY MANAGER
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BILL SNETHKAMP - FLEET
6131 S. Pennsylvania Ave.
Lansing, MI 48911
(517) 394-1022
(800) 863-6343 ext:341
FAX: (517) 394-1282
tsasso@snethkamp.com

QUOTATION

Name: City of Auburn Hills
Address:
City:

State:

Zip:
Date: September 15, 2014

Contact: Dan Brisson
Phone: 248-391-3777

Fax: 248-391-4895

Description

Quote: 91514

Unit Price

STATE OF MI SPEC. -0092 2015 DODGE 2500 4 X 4 REG CAB 8' BOX
*** BOSS 8.2VXT WITH SNOW DEFLECTOR

$26,034.00
$6,020.70

***SEE ATTACHED

NOTE: Per contract delivery is available @ 2.00 per one way mileage.

Total Cost:

Signed: Tony Sasso

$32,054.70

AUBURN HILLS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Official Memorandum
To:

Doreen E. Olko, Director / Chief of Police

From:

James Manning, Deputy Director

Subject:

EMS Data – August 2014

Date:

September 18, 2014

The number of EMS incidents handled by AHFD for the month of August increased by 24 calls over the
previous month. Relatively, the number of calls handled by STAR EMS increased by 8 calls. STAR responds to
calls when an AHFD ambulance is not available. This occurs when there are multiple calls at the same time.
This is most likely to occur when staffing is reduced after 5 pm and weekends when the second AHFD
ambulance is not staffed.
The following is a synopsis of the EMS demand for the fire department during the month of August, 2014.

August

July

Total # of
EMS Calls
Handled by
AHFD This
Month
198

174

Average
Calls
Emergency
Handled
Response
by STAR
Time

Number of
Transports

NonTransports

ALS 1

ALS 2

BLS

121

77

77

5

39

6.32

29

Previous Month
55
76

2

41

6.9

21

119

Billing Information
Billed in August
$49,428.47

Received in August
$33,143.18

Received Year to Date
$90,112.12

Note: Payments are typically received several weeks after the invoice date. Payments are recorded when
they are received and may not be posted in the same month as billed.

1899 N SQUIRREL ROAD – AUBURN HILLS, MICHIGAN 48326 – (248) 370-9461

THE OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT AND
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
cordially invites you to a

MEET THE
CANDIDATES

OPEN
FORUM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2014
5-9 p.m.
At the Oakland Shotwell-Gustafson
Pavilion— OU INCubator
Open Seat candidates running in the following districts will have up to15
minutes to address the group “at large”:
United States Senate
United States House

s TH #ONGRESSIONAL $ISTRICT)NGHAM AND ,IVINGSTON COUNTIES PLUS A PORTION OF /AKLAND #OUNTY
INCLUDING 2OCHESTER (ILLS AND 2OCHESTER
s TH #ONGRESSIONAL $ISTRICTPORTION OF 7AYNE AND /AKLAND COUNTIES INCLUDING !UBURN (ILLS
s TH #ONGRESSIONAL $ISTRICTPORTION OF 7AYNE AND /AKLAND COUNTIES INCLUDING 0ONTIAC

Michigan Senate

s TH $ISTRICTPORTION OF /AKLAND #OUNTY INCLUDING 2OCHESTER (ILLS AND 2OCHESTER

Michigan House

s TH $ISTRICTPORTION OF /AKLAND #OUNTY INCLUDING 2OCHESTER (ILLS AND 2OCHESTER

Food and beverages will be provided.

RSVP by phone to (248) 370-3682 or by email to dimercur@oakland.edu or
racchi@oakland.edu by Friday, October 3, 2014.
GOV

